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Dear Colleagues,

Over the past year, our organization has carried out recapitalization measures, renewed our 
corporate culture, improved manufacturing and operational processes, globalized our IT system, 
enhanced in-house vertical integration, and other internal improvement projects. In addition, during 
last year’s financial crisis and the subsequent global economic downturn that so many outstanding 
multinationals face unprecedented setbacks, Qisda’s list of achievements includes turning around 
the company’s core business from loss to profit.

During this dynamic transformation, we’ve also been devoted to developing enterprise sustainability. 
In 2009, our company obtained global SA 8000 verification, which demonstrates the importance 
Qisda places on its employees. In environmental protection, we are making big strides toward our 
objectives of lowering Qisda’s carbon footprint by reducing the use of raw materials, considering 
end of life-cycle recyclability in materials selection, attaching more importance to conservation 
when considering product power consumption, and in the manufacturing process, steps to 
simplify procedures, use less energy, and reduce waste. In 2007, Qisda obtained global ISO 14064 
certification. Since then, the steps we’ve taken — including the measures mentioned above—
demonstrate our commitment to sustainable development and the company’s sincere efforts in 
meeting our obligations and responsibilities as an exceptional global citizen.

For more than a year, we’ve demonstrated that Qisda is a team capable of performing with high 
degree of execution. I encourage all of my colleagues at Qisda to apply the same degree of 
execution and team spirit in bringing Qisda to the next level while continuing along the path of 
building sustainable operations.

Hui Hsiung
President & CEO
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2.1 Company Introduction

Qisda was established in 1984 and is headquartered in Taoyuan, Taiwan. As an electronics design and contract 

manufacturing company that cuts across many different areas, Qisda provides innovative and high quality 

products and services that meet market needs in a timely manner. Qisda’s products and technologies are 

known as “5C” and consist of computing, communications, consumer electronics, automotive electronics, 

and health care electronics products. Product lines include LCD displays, projectors, multifunction printers, 

digital photo frames, mini photo scanners, mobile telephones, wireless communications modules, portable 

digital televisions, automotive electronics, and other mobile consumer electronics products.

Qisda has 4 R&D centers in Taiwan and China. Product lines extend from China to the Czech Republic, Mexico, 

and Taiwan. Global operations include locations in Taiwan, China, Japan, the Czech Republic, Mexico, and 

the United States. As a specialized electronics design and contract manufacturing company, Qisda serves 

customers from Asia, Europe, North America, and additional markets around the world.

Qisda’s vertically integrated capabilities include printed circuit board surface-mount technology (SMT), metal 

stamping, plastic injection, and LCD module assembling. Qisda’s capabilities can be combined with other 

related companies to form a vertically integrated supply chain (e.g., AUO, the world’s third largest LCD panel 

manufacturer). Qisda possesses internationally-renowned industrial design capabilities, and over the years, 

has been honored with many different types of design awards (in 2008, the company received 5 Red Dot and 

4 G-Mark awards). Qisda’s product design offers a unique competitive advantage.

Currently, Qisda’s employs around 6,400 people around the world. In 2008, consolidated revenues amounted 

to NT$ 111.3 billion. Group companies include AUO, BenQ, Darfon Electronics, Daxon Technology, BenQ Guru, 

BenQ Hospital, Darwin Precision, Raydium Semiconductor, Cando, Wellypower, and Daxin Materials.



1984 April Company established with registered capital of NT$140 million and paid-in capital of NT$35 
million.

1989 April Began production of monitors and moved from the production of personal computers to pe-
ripheral products.

1992 Jan Invested in Malaysian subsidiary Acer Technologies Sdn. Bhd., (ATSB) with 100% common stock.

April Established US subsidiary Acer Peripherals Labs, Inc. Began developing the US market with prod-
ucts and after-sales service.

1993 April Established BenQ Suzhou and won approval from domestic investment commission to manu-
facture computer peripheral products in mainland China.

1994 Dec Successful R&D & marketing of CD-ROM Driver technology.

1995 Oct Successful R&D & marketing of Hi Res Flatbed Scanner technology.

Nov Established company headquarters and primary manufacturing location with a land area of 
4,480 pings (approximately 14,809 square meters) at 157 Shan-Ying Road, Gueshan Township in 
Taoyuan County.

1996 July Company IPO

Nov Issued for the first time US$110 million in overseas convertible bonds.

1997 July Successful R&D & marketing of sheetfed scanner technology.

Oct Successful R&D & marketing of LCD display technology.

Dec Successful R&D & marketing of digital mobile phone technology (GSM900).

1998 Jan BenQ Suzhou lays foundation at Suzhou technology park.

Feb Successful R&D of digital audio/video disc technology & new product releases.

May Successful R&D & marketing of digital projector technology.

Dec Issued NT$ 2 billion in domestic unsecured bonds for the first time.

Successful R&D & marketing of digital mobile phone technology (GSM1800).

2000 Mar Acquired Himax Technologies & entered the broadband network field.

April Released internally-developed digital light projector (DLP).

June Issued NT$ 4 billion in domestic unsecured bonds for the first time.

Successful R&D & marketing of plasma display (PDP) technology

2001 Feb Issued for the second time US$175 million in overseas convertible bonds.

2002 Jan Created own brand called BenQ; corporate name became BenQ Corporation.

May Board of Directors named KY Lee as Chairman.

June Released first new product: an LCD TV.

New facility in Taoyuan officially opened.

2.2 Milestones
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2003 Jan Copax Photonics joined the BenQ Group.

Feb Joint venture between BenQ & Philips created “Philips BenQ Digital Storage Corporation”.

Mar Released first flip phone with external camera.

May H200 LCD TV & M770GT mobile phone won silver Taiwan Excellence awards.

First to release the world’s fastest internal 4x write speed DVD+RW drive.

2004 Jan Released pioneering mobile phone with 3D facial imaging technology.

Feb Announced the 17” FP 756 LCD display with the world’s fastest response time (12ms).

Mar Released LCD with the world’s fastest response time of 12ms.

April FP783 presented with the 2004 Most Outstanding Innovation Award by the Consumer Electron-
ics Association (CEA) of the United States. 

May Released world’s brightest B5 size mobile business projector.

Released world’s first rewritable drive capable of supporting Double Layer technology.

June National product Gold Awards announced; BenQ smartphones win highest honors.

FP783 honored with “IDEA 2004” Bronze medal and graced the cover of Business Week.

July World’s first 14” widescreen notebook computer released.

Aug Released world’s first double layer 16x dual layer DVD burner.

Sep Released the world’s first 5 segment color wheel DLP projector.

Oct Announced exclusive Senseye™ technology on 4 models of LCD displays.

Released world’s first 3,000 lumens DLP projector.

Announced that among Taiwan’s top 10 brands, BenQ brand value grew the greatest with a 
35% growth rate.

Received 9 G-Mark (Japan) design awards.

Nov Released world’s first 19” display with 8ms response time.

Merged with 100% controlled subsidiary Acer Mobile Networks, Inc.

Released the first 16:9 entry-level DLP projector for home applications.

7
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2005 Jan Launched DVD recorder with 400G hard drive.

Mar Released LCD displays with 5ms & 6 ms response times. 

10 products, including home cinema projectors & smartphones, won iF Design Awards.

April BenQ and BMW Group Designworks, USA, jointly designed keyboard and mouse products, 
dynamic modeling, patented keyboard tuning technology, innovative BenQ X Architecture™ 
technology, multimedia hot keys and highly sensitive mouse designs.

May Launched DVD burner with double layer 8 x speeds with the exclusive, patented Dual Cooling 
System that increased burn capacity by 8.5G.

Designed a color multi function printer capable of supporting printing directly from a camera 
with independently designed inkjet technology. Qisda became the first manufacturer in Tai-
wan to independently integrate inkjet technology into a MFP system.

June Issued NT$ 4 billion in domestic unsecured bonds for the first time.

Oct Realized significant 27% growth in brand value and again named as one of Taiwan’s top 10 
brands; up 2 places from the previous year to rank 4th overall.

Officially acquired Siemens MD on October 1. On the same day, BenQ Mobile’s headquarters 
in Munich, Germany commenced operations.

CP120 Joybee 105 received national design awards.

Nov Released the first 19” LCD display with 2ms response time in Taiwan and the world’s smallest 6 
megapixel digital camera, about the size of a business card.

Dec Issued 150 million in overseas depository receipts.



2006 Jan The global mobile phone industry began a new chapter with the launch of the BenQ-Siemens 
brand and the release of the first co-branded products.

Mar The company’s vertical scanner won the iF Gold Award and was 3rd overall in total design 
awards and first in communications product awards worldwide.

April Integrated optical storage products manufacturing with Lite-On Technology to focus on 3C & 
optical storage branding.

July Branded projector sales takeover the number 1 spot in Europe and the number 2 spot globally.

Sept The 2006 Top Ten Brands in Taiwan survey placed the company at number 5. Ranked first in 
brand value & compound growth rates between 2003 and 2005.

Received 24 2006 iF China Design Awards.

The company’s board of directors decided to cease injecting capital in BenQ Mobile Holding 
B.V.

Oct Received 9 G-Mark Design Awards.

Two LCD display models received Windows Vista Basic certification, making the company the 
first manufacturer in the world to become Windows Vista certified.

2007 Jan Issued 4.5 billion in domestic unsecured convertible bonds.

Mar The company’s mobile LCD TV earned high honors with an iF Gold Award. In total, the com-
pany received the most awards in Taiwan. 

Received 6 Red Dot Design Awards.

April The board of directors resolved to split up the company, as well as a capital reduction to offset 
losses and a company name change.

July BenQ Corporation became Qisda Corporation and received approval from the Ministry of 
Economic Affairs.

Sep The company carried out a capital reduction.

Company stock (2352) was listed under Qisda Corporation.

2008 Mar As a contract manufacturer, Qisda received 5 Red Dot Design Awards.

April A private placement of common stock increased capital by 5 billion, with shares going to AUO 
and China Development Industrial Bank.

June Shareholders resolved to establish independent directors and an audit committee.

2009 Mar Won 5 iF and 10 Red Dot Design Awards — the most in Taiwan.
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2.3 Company Organization
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3.1Corporate Governance

3.1.1 Organizational Structure of Corporate Governance

Qisda complies with Company Law, the Securities and Exchange Act, and other relevant laws and  

regulations of the Republic of China to formulate and implement the company’s corporate governance  

structure. Qisda’s corporate governance structure model is made up of two units, the board of  

directors and the audit committee. The audit committee is made up of members independent of the 

board of directors. Members of the board of directors (including independent directors) are selected 

based on shareholder votes. In principal, the responsibilities of the board of directors are carried out in  

accordance with relevant laws, company regulations, and shareholder resolutions. The board of directors  

is also responsible for supervision of company management and overall operational status. The audit  

committee’s responsibilities include accurate financial reporting, selection and performance of  

independent accountants, effective implementation of internal controls in accordance with relevant laws 

and regulations, and management of existing and/or potential risk.

Qisda has always believed that upholding shareholder rights and interests is a primary task. In addition to  

having a professional management team rich in experience, the board of directors also possesses the  

necessary executive knowledge, technological know-how, professional accomplishments, and devotion to 

the maximizing shareholder rights and interests. Members of the board of directors are listed in table 3.1. 

The board of directors has 9 members (including 3 independent directors). The chairman is elected by the  

board. Board members all have 5 or more years experience in business administration, legal, finance, 

accounting, or other professional experience required by the company.



Table 3.1 Board of Directors
Position Name Education & Experience Current Position(s)

 Independent Director Kane K. Wang Ph.D., The Structure of Technology, 
Demand, and ,Market of US  
Automobile Industry, MIT M.S.,  
Transportation Engineering,  
National Taiwan University 
Chair Professor, Graduate Institution of 
Industrial Economics, National Central 
University

Independent Director,  
Formosa Advanced  
Technologies Co., Ltd
Supervisor, Formosa Sumco 
Technology Corp 
Director and Professor, 
China University of  
Technology

Independent Director Ching Yang Su EMBA, National Cheng Chi University
B.S., Mechanical Engineering, National 
Cheng Kung University
Director: China Motor Corp., 
Vice CEO, Yulon Group
Yulon Motor Corp.
Chairman: Fortune Motors Co., Ltd.

President, CMI Holdings Ltd. 

Independent Director     Lance Lan Ph.D in Computer Engineering (UCLA)
B.S. in Electrical Engineering from  
National Taiwan University
Technology Consultant, Asia 
Pacific TelecomGeneral Manger, 
NxNet Systems, Inc. (Cayman) 
Senior Vice President, Vista  
Incubation Technology Corp  
(Venture Capital) 
President, Acer Internet Services, Inc.
Cirrus Logic General Manger for 
Greater China 
Deputy General Manager/Deputy 
Representative, AT&T China  
(Beijing) 
Senior Researcher (Honeycomb 
Communication Systems), AT&T Bell 
Laboratories

Consultant, Voxbone S.A. 
(Belgium)   

14CH3 Investors
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Position Name Education & Experience Current Position(s)

Chairman K.Y. Lee MBA, Switzerland IMD 
B.S., Electrical Engineering, National 
Taiwan University
Vice President of Acer PC Product 
Marketing

Chairman:  
- Qisda Corp.
- BenQ Corp.
- AU Optronics Corp.
Director: 
- Darfon Electronics Corp.
- Daxon Technology Inc.

Director Stan Shih M.S., Electronic Engineering, National 
Chiao Tung University
Chairman of Acer Group

Director: 
- Acer Inc.
- Taiwan Semiconductor 
 Manufacturing Company
- Wistron Corp.
Chief Consultant: iD SoftCapital Inc.

Director Sheaffer Lee EMBA, National Cheng Chi University
B.S., Electrical Engineering, National 
Cheng Kung University
Associate Vice President, Acer America
President, BenQ Corp.

Chairman: 
-Darfon Electronics Corp.
-Dazzo Technology Corp.
Director:
-BenQ Corp.
-Lite-On IT Corp.

Director Director,
Darly Venture Inc.:
Hui Hsiung

Ph.D., Physics, University of 
California-Berkeley
B.S., Physics, National Taiwan University
EVP of AU Optronics Corp.

Chairman, Qisda Electronics Corp. 
Director, AU Optronics Corp.
President, Qisda Corp.

Director AU Optronics Rep-
resentative:
Shuang Lang 
Peng

MBA, HERIOT-WATT University EVP, AU Optronics Corp.

Director China Develop-
ment Industrial 
Bank Representa-
tive:  Simon C. 
Dzeng

Ph.D., Accounting, & M.S., Finance, 
Drexel University
Department of International Business, 
National Taiwan University
Chairman of Mega Holdings

Sr. Vice President and Spokesper-
son, China Development Financial 
Holdings

Data Cut-off Date: August 30, 2009
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3.1.2 Corporate Governance  
         Procedures

Qisda’s board of directors considers company and 

shareholder interests as top priorities in performing  

operational evaluations and passing signifi-

cant resolutions. The audit committee fulfills a  

supervisory role through prudent and careful  

oversight of the operations of the company and the 

board of directors.  

Board of Directors Operations: According to the 

Securities and Exchange Act Article 26, Paragraph 

3, Subparagraph 8 regulations, Qisda created the 

“Board of Directors Official Regulations”. Official 

board of director business, operational procedures, 

records of official business, and announcements on 

company and other related matters are carried out 

according to these regulations. Qisda’s board of 

directors shall convene at least once per quarter. 

The guiding policy of the board members shall be 

to maximize shareholder rights and interests through 

upright management, faithful obligation, the high-

est degree of personal oversight, and prudent ap-

plication of the authority of their positions.

Audit Committee Operations: In 2008, the com-

pany installed independent directors and an audit  

committee in accordance with the Securities 

and Exchange Act and shareholder resolutions.  

Through the “Audit Committee Regulations” 

as defined by the board of directors, the audit  

committee preserves and strengthens the  

organization’s strategic policies and works to in-

crease operational efficiency through practical 

application of corporate governance. Qisda’s 

audit committee must convene at least once per  

quarter and request the attendance of  

accountants, internal auditors, risk management, 

legal, and finance department representatives.  

By providing information on audit committee  

reports and inquiries into recent financial  

reporting status, the results of internal audits,  

significant litigation, and financial operating sta-

tus, the audit committee can assist investors in  

ensuring that company governance is trans-

parent and shareholder rights and interests are  

safeguarded.

Additionally, in accordance with the regula-

tions in Article 208, Item 3 of the Company Act,  

the chairman of Qisda’s board of directors, Mr. 

K.Y. Lee, shall not concurrently serve in any posi-

tion at Qisda.  On September 1, 2007, after Qisda  

separated its branded business unit, Mr. Hui Hsi-

ung assumed the roles of CEO and President. If 

during board of director discussions and voting on  

resolutions, a board member has a potential con-

flict of interest in a motion that could cause harm 

to the company’s rights and interests, that board 

member shall not participate in discussions or vot-

ing related to that motion. This action shall be car-

ried out in accordance with the Company Act, Ar-

ticle 206, Item 2 and Article 178, Avoiding Conflicts 

of Interest. When deemed necessary, the presiding 

chairman shall appoint someone else to act on the 

director’s behalf.

The company’s board of directors shall consider 

the operational performance of other companies 

in the same industry in the drafting of company  

revisions to regulations on or the distribution of  

surplus earnings (including employee bonuses, 

director compensation, etc.). A report shall be  

submitted for resolution during a shareholder  

conference, and which shareholder recognition 

and approval of such a resolution shall determine 

the evaluation of organizational performance. 

This represents the company’s highest author-

ity in determining performance management.  

According to current Qisda regulations and proce-

dures, director compensation must not surpass 1% of 

distributable annual earnings, which demonstrates 

the relationship between operational performance 

and director compensation.

16CH3 Investors



3.1.3 Communicating with Investors

Qisda’s core convictions have always been devoted to creating shareholder profit and giving back to  

society. Qisda supports fair and transparent delivery of information to shareholders and those with a vested 

interest in the company through unified channels for immediate communication on company operations 

and finance-related information. In order to strengthen the quality and veracity of company information for 

external parties, informational layering and determinations on disclosure will be made by the relevant units 

within the company.

Qisda has developed multiple types of communication channels and mechanism for communicat-

ing with investors. Also, fixed and discretionary investor reports and interaction provide clear investor  

communications on the latest operational results, future company strategy, and operational forecasts.  

For a list of investor communication channels and mechanism, see table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Investor Communication Channels and Mechanisms        
Established Communication 
Channels

Spokesperson and Deputy Spokesperson
Dedicated Investor Relations department
Investor mailbox: Investor@Qisda.com - dedicated IR personnel 
respond to investor communications;
Dedicated investor relations area on the official company website(Qisda.com) that 
includes sections on corporate governance, major resolutions by the board of direc-
tors, financial information, shareholder information, market price quotes of issued 
ecurities, events, presentation materials, investor services contacts, and frequently 
asked questions.

Fixed and Discretionary
Reporting

Fixed: Monthly earnings news releases, quarterly results meetings, an   nual sharehold-
er meeting reports, etc.;
Discretionary: Important events and news releases, investor conference calls, investor 
interviews, etc.

17



3.2 Employee Ethics &
      Behavior Standards
3.2.1 Integrity

Integrity is the foundation of a business.

In line with Qisda’s growth and development, we 
pursue business growth alongside a resolute and 
unshakable determination for integrity!
Integrity underlies every facet of our corporate op-
erations.

Qisda’s core culture dictates work-related  
behavioral standards to ensure outstanding  
products and services and also maintain frank and 
transparent relations with customers and suppliers.

Qisda has created its own Integrity Handbook 
and employees are provided with a dedicat-
ed email (Integrity@Qisda.com) used to report  
integrity-related issues.

3.2.2. The Qisda Integrity Handbook

A. Individual
Safeguard integrity, display a moral personal  
character, and always act with honesty.
Achieve what you set out to do and spare no effort 
in completing an undertaking.

B. Team
Communication, sincere and frank interaction, and 
full development of team competitiveness.
Cooperation, genuineness & honesty, mutual 
respect, and joint development for optimal results.

C. Suppliers
With optimizing the company’s profitability as a  
priority, select suppliers based on integrity and  
dependability.

Establish honest and dependable relationships with 

suppliers and carry out transparent and equitable 

business transactions. 

D. Customers & Society
Honest delivery of management, product, service 

and other related corporate information to custom-

ers and the public.

Do everything possible to uphold and protect  

ethical and moral principles and enhance the repu-

tation of the company.

3.2.3. CEO’s Mailbox

Qisda’s core value is integrity. If people or situations 
around you do not conf orm to the spirit of integrity,  
or, in the case of violations of the Integrity  
Handbook’s regulations, employees can use this 
email to communicate directly with the CEO to  
preserve the principles of honesty and integrity 
among Qisda employees.

3.3 Associations
Qisda aggressively participates in various types of 
high tech industry associations. The table below 
lists Qisda’s affiliations with these associations. The  
company’s membership status in these associations 
can be regarded as one facet of Qisda’s strategy 
to foster future development and potential business 
opportunities. At the same time, these affiliations 
also present Qisda with an opportunity to improve 
upon its competitive strengths within the industry.

18CH3 Investors



For example, Robotics Association Taiwan provides  
Qisda with robotics technology exchanges and 
serves as a platform for inter-industry alliances. 
Global Certification Forum (GCF) is composed of 
a group of network systems vendors and terminal 
manufacturing companies whose aim is to enter 
international markets as internationally certified 
organizations. GCF provides Qisda with mobile 
handset-related product manufacturing capabili-
ties that serve as key drivers in customer approvals. 
In addition, the 3D Interaction & Display Alliance  
provides Qisda with excellent opportunities to el-
evate the company’s competitive advantages 
within the industry.

Table 3.3: List of associations and oorganizations 

that Qisda is affiliated with

Associations & Organizations

Robotics Association Taiwan

3D Interaction & Display Alliance

Global Certification Forum (GCF)

Memory Stick License (Sony Corporation)

USB Implementers Forum

3.4 Risk Management
Qisda’s risk management activities provide solu-
tions for the company’s risk management system 
and risk transfer planning and include financial, 
business, and disaster risk management. Addition-
ally, the risk management system defines long-
term risk management vision and strategy, effec-
tively manages risk that surpasses the company’s 
level of tolerance, and optimizes the total cost by 
applying risk management tools.

Risk Management:
A. Risk Management Vision:
• Ensure sustained product and service offerings 

while creating long-term value for customers, 
shareholders, employees, and society

• Require systemized risk management  

Categories Supervisory Body Frequency

Risk Strategy Board of Directors Quarterly

Business Risk Risk Management 
Committee

Quarterly

Financial Risk Risk Management 
Committee

Quarterly

Disaster Risk Risk Management 
Committee

Quarterly

procedures and organization in order to  
identify, evaluate, handle, report and monitor 
the influence of major risks on the existence of 
the company while strengthening risk manage-
ment awareness among employees

• Risk management is not the pursuit of zero  
risk. In situations with an acceptable level of risk, 
risk management seeks maximum benefit in or-
der to optimize the cost of risk management

B. Risk Management Strategy:
• Ensure the company’s sustained operations;  

create a Risk Management Committee that  
annually defines risk that could have a  
negative impact on the company’s busi-
ness goals through identification, evaluation,  
implementation, reporting, and oversight

• Identify potential incidents before they oc-
cur, control risk, minimize losses in the event of  
incident, rapid recovery of company’s abil-
ity to provide products & service after an inci-
dent, and define business continuity plans for  
significant risk scenarios identified by Risk  
Management Committee

• In cases where risk has not surpassed the 
company’s risk threshold, consider risk  
management costs and use a variety of  
management tools to implement solutions,  
excluding the following circumstances:
I. Negative impacts on employee safety
II. Negative impacts on company reputation
III. Actions that result in violation of laws and   

regulations

C. Risk Management Structure and Accountability:
I. Risk Management Structure
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In order to effectively control risk management and create, carry out, supervise and safeguard risk  

management plans, the Risk Management Committee (RMC) utilizes risk self-assessment reporting,  

concrete solutions for risk improvement planning, effective control of risk, and annual risk management re-

porting to analyze risk distribution the creation of risk improvement policies.

In addition, the committee regularly examines the effectiveness and equitability of risk transfers, including risk 

management contracts, insurance management, practicable education and training, supervision of man-

agement operations, loss prevention, supplier credit risk and fixed evaluation of credit. To reduce bad debt 

risk and prevent risk from creating a danger to the company, real-time reporting procedures dictate that 

abnormal risks are reported to committee members via instant system notification.

Business Continuity Management (BCM) plans have been completed for facilities in Taoyuan, Suzhou, 

and Shanghai. These BCM plans include emergency and crisis communication management, business  

continuity, and planning to avoid the occurrence of incidents that could suspend operations.
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In 2008, Qisda’s consolidated revenues reached NT$ 111.34 billion with revenue at the parent company level 
of NT$ 75.48 billion, resulting in an after-tax loss of NT$ 3.15 billion and ESP of -NT$ 1.7. To view Qisda’s 2008 Tai-
wan parent company product revenues and sales areas, refer to table 3.4 and table 3.5. For more detailed 
information on the company’s operating performance and financial results, see the company’s 2008 annual 
report (downloadable from the company’s official website, Qisda.com/Investor Relations/Annual Reports).

Since September of 2007, when Qisda began concentrating its efforts on product design and  
manufacturing services, all efforts have been devoted to improving the financial structure of the com-
pany, increasing efficiencies, reducing costs, and carrying out strategic modifications to product lines to 
improve the company’s profitability. In 2008, improved management of inventories was a focal point that  
successfully resulted in raising additional NT$ 6 billion that was used in annual operating activities that pro-
duced NT$ 5 billion in cash inflows, exceeding the standard set over the past few years. These efforts not 
only led to a major reduction in losses for 2008, but helped keep the company healthy and responsive 
during the second-half of the year that was plagued by the global economic crisis and severe econom-
ic failure. By the fourth quarter of 2008, the company’s core business had gone from generating losses to  
creating profit.

Over the past year, Qisda did not follow other major contract manufacturers’ long-term operating practices 
of expanding single product line capacities. Instead, Qisda relied on years of accumulated experience in  
displays, optronics, communications technology, and its world-class industrial design capabilities, to move 
toward the development of 5C multiple product lines, including: Computing, Communications, Consumer 
Electronics, Car Electronics, and Care (Medical Electronics). Product orientation through the integration of  
design and technology resulted in the creation of products with outstanding quality and high gross margins. 
In an industry environment dominated by low pricing, Qisda was able to etch out a victory and begin to  
implement its own formula for success.

In the past 5 years, average R&D expenditures have accounted for approximately 3% of turnover on an  
annual basis. Qisda also has over 3,000 patents globally. In 2008, the company repeatedly received in-
ternational confirmation of its design capabilities by winning major design awards, including 5 Red Dot, 
4 G-mark, and 5 iF design awards. This impressive showing earned the company a visible spot in the de-
sign and contract manufacturing industry. We strongly believe that outstanding product design and R&D  
capabilities represent Qisda’s core competitive advantages.

3.5 Financial Performance
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In 2008, Qisda also made progress in its manufacturing and in-house vertical integration capabilities. In 2007, 
the company began implementing Six Sigma methodology. In 2008, Lean Processes were also incorporated 
into Qisda’s manufacturing. In addition to improving product quality while lowering costs, manufacturing 
productivity more than doubled within a year. Because of these developments, global headcount was re-
duced by 26%. Qisda’s in-house vertical integration capabilities, in addition to surface-mount technology, 
metal stamping, and LCD panel module manufacturing, also added plastic injection molding capabilities in 
the fourth quarter that are expected to contribute to lowering product material costs while increasing manu-
facturing efficiency.

In 2009, fallout from the global economic crisis continued to create difficult economic circumstances. Qisda 
continued to focus on improving the profitability of its core business while realizing a healthier cash flow and 
stronger management of financial risk. New product lines continued to rollout while manufacturing and oper-
ating efficiencies also increased. In the past year, Qisda’s operational improvement projects helped prepare 
the company to see its way through a global financial crisis and also gave it a stable foundation capable 
of sustaining future growth. In the past year, the determined efforts of the management team centered on 
maximizing benefits for shareholders and the company.

Table 3.4: Product Breakdown & Revenue                          Currency/Unit:  New Taiwan Dollars/ Thousand NT$

Business Unit (BU) 2008 Net Sales Percentage of Business

Monitor BU 47,740,579 63

Projector BU 8,579,262 12

SPC BU 9,173,839 12

Infotainment Solutions BU 1,519,329 2

Mobile Communications BU 1,467,367 2

Others 6,997,786 9

Total 75,478,162 100

Table 3.5: Sales Regions                                                     Currency/Unit: New Taiwan Dollars/ Thousand NT$

Sales Region
                                    2008                                     2007

Sales % Sales %
Domestic: 5,205,108 7 4,402,415 4

Exports: Americas 14,355,792 19 42,148,216 34

              Europe 33,033,608 44 43,665,706 36

              Asia 19,956,603 26 27,972,228 23

              Other 2,927,051 4 4,064,871 3

Total 75,478,162 100 122,253,436 100

Previous instances of capital increases or investments in equipment, R&D, etc. were done in accordance with 
laws and subject to applicable tax-exemption and/or preferential/reduced tax rates.
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Qisda recognizes the need to understand corruption and its ability to seriously impact the company’s  
operational integrity. Therefore, Qisda strictly prohibits corruption, bribery and extortion. The company has 
especially created an Integrity Handbook that incorporates anti-corruption standards into the compa-
ny’s rules and regulations. From time to time, management and human resources (HR) communicate the  
company’s commitment to integrity and provide employees with related training to ensure staff  
understands relevant agreements and regulations. In addition, HR set up a “CEO Mailbox” for staff & coop-
erative partners to directly communicate corruption and integrity related issues with Qisda’s CEO. 

The company’s audit department, under the direction of the board of directors and the audit committee,  
arranges random investigations and reports outcomes to the board and audit committee to inform  
management and assist in meeting management goals. Qisda’s leadership team has always considered 
integrity to be a core value of the company and will continue to incorporate integrity into daily opera-
tions. Integrity and the company’s core value serve as the guiding principles in corporate governance and  
personal behavior at the company.

3.6 Anti-corruption
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4.1 Stance on Corporate Social Responsibility

Qisda’s Chairman K.Y. Lee believes that the goal of a company’s existence is to create value — a type of 
sustainable value that makes both tangible and intangible contributions as a positive influence in society. A 
sustainable operation seeks this kind of long-term value. For an enterprise to withstand the test of time, history 
and culture must be incorporated into its business operations model whose highest ethical principle is integrity.

Qisda believes that corporate social responsibility (CSR) includes labor management, environmental 
protection, employee health & safety, and ethics management. For this reason, Qisda not only received SA 
8000, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 accreditation, the company also integrated EICC (Electronic Industry Code 
of Conduct) standards into the company’s management system. These standards help solidify the integration 
of a management system that covers labor, the environment, health & safety, and ethics. At the same time, 
EICC is promoted at overseas manufacturing sites by establishing inter-site implementation teams to define 
procedures and improvement targets for the management of labor, the environment, health & safety, and 
ethics while ensuring all aspects of the system conform to international standards. 

ISO14001
Environmental Management 
System
ISO14064 Greenhouse Gases

SA 8000
Social Accountability
Standard

Occupational Health 
and Safety Management 

Systems

EICC
(Electronic Industry Code

of Conduct)Suppliers/
Customers

Employees
Society/S

takeholders

   Qisda CSR

Corporate Social Responsibility Strategy
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Qisda senior management believes that sustained efforts must be put towards our corporate social responsibility 
and obligations. Therefore, we strengthen employee rights & interests and related ethical standards. Further, 
we place special importance on the health and safety of our colleagues and devote environmental efforts 
to saving energy and reducing waste. Qisda has an integrated CSR and environmental health and safety 
(EHS) management system that combine staff into cross-departmental promotional teams responsible for the 
promotion and implementation of related programs. The organizational charts for these committees can be 
seen in diagrams 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3.

In order to meet the requirements of the CSR and EHS management system, committee members from different 
departments are responsible for promoting related matters and integrate their efforts and outcomes through 
the committee’s secretary general (see diagram 4.2). For the management system to be most effective, labor 
representatives must make up 1/3 or more of the committee’s members.

Management Member
CEO/Highest site manager

Implementation Teams
Secretary General (1) 

Professional/BG
R&D/PM/Sales & 

Service

HR ITS Finance Manufacturing
Global

Supply Chain
Management

Management Rep

SR & ESH 
Risk

Evaluation
 &

Examination

R & D EHS
Communi-

cations
Audit Materials

Mainte-
nance

Legal HR

Secretary General

Diagram 4.1: Social Responsibility and Environmental Health & Safety Management Committee Groups

Diagram 4.2: Departmental Promotion Teams



Operation of the management system begins with source management by first identifying risk through CSR 
and EHS activity. After identifying major environmental concerns and risks, the management system then 
works to define objectives, programs, and operational controls that can facilitate improvements. Additionally, 
management procedures ensure that employees subjected to significant risks are provided with appropriate 
training and protection to prevent personal or environmental accidents. Diagram 4.3 outlines the CSR & EHS 
management system operations.

In addition, under the CSR-EHS management system structure, Qisda established legal and regulatory 
identification procedures that regularly identify and evaluate the company’s compliance with labor, 
environmental, health & safety, and ethical laws and regulations. These procedures are then used to carry 
out timely source management. In 2008, all of Qisda’s manufacturing sites complied with local governmental 
regulations. No fines or penalties were issued and no violations of labor and/or environmental laws and 
regulations occurred.

(Meet Laws and 
Regulations)

Social Accountability & EHS Risk

 
Policies

 
Review

Activities
Products
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Improvements)
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Management Plan
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Control
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Internal Audit
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For executing and maintaining 
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organizing & planning
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Diagram 4.3: Social Responsibility & EHS Management System Operations    
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All aforementioned Qisda manufacturing 
sites have established management 
system promotional organizations and 
teams, and have integrated global social 
responsibility and EHS procedures. To ensure 
a unified worldwide management system, 
all manufacturing sites received ISO 14001 
and OHSAS 18001 certification in 2007 (see 
image 4.4). Additionally, in 2006, Taiwan 
headquarters obtained SA 8000 certification. 
Other manufacturing sites are expected to 
pass SA 8000 certification in 2009.

Qisda’s integrated management system oversees the following social responsibility and environmental health 
& safety policies:

1. Integrity-based operations; conformity to ethical standards
2. Continuous improvement of business management to ensure employee rights and interests
3. Strengthening green product design & reducing the use of materials harmful to the environment
4. Pollution prevention and waste reduction, efficient use of resources, health & safety, and continuous 

improvement 
5. Offer suppliers guidance and require them to meet standards
6. Uphold social responsibility standards while complying with laws, regulations, and customer needs & achieve 

sustainable operations

Due to international trends and customer requirements in product design, Qisda incorporates green product 
and eco-friendly design into new product design from the very beginning by reducing or not using materials 
that are harmful to people or the environment. In 2008, the company began issuing a corporate sustainable 
development report that publicly addressed all aspects of the company’s performance in its social 
responsibility management and made Qisda’s efforts in these areas more comprehensive and transparent. 
Normal operations, in addition to complying with defined standards set by laws and regulations, also have 
specified objectives and goals that surpass legal and regulatory standards. These efforts have resulted in many 
different types of national recognition, and more importantly, further improved the company’s corporate 
social responsibility management.  

Image 4.4: SA 8000, OHSAS 18001, and ISO 14001 
Certifications

OHSAS 18001:2007 ISO 14001:2004
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4.2 Stakeholders

Qisda places great importance on maintaining transparent and unimpeded communication channels to 
communicate with stakeholders. Because Qisda has many different shareholders, relevant departments 
have established five primary groups to categorize shareholders: Employees; Investors; Suppliers, Customers; 
and Society. An explanation of each stakeholder group’s communication channels and related topics of 
communications are explained in table 4.1.

Stakeholders Target 
Audience

Relevant Information Communication 
Channels

Content

Employees Staff ● Company Strategy 
   & Future Course of 
   Development     
● Compensation & 
  Benefits 
● Performance
  Management 
  System 
● Talent Development 
  Topics 
● Training 
● Company’s
  Financial and
  Operational Status 
● New Product Line 
  Planning &
  Development

● CEO Mailbox
● HR Mailbox
● Town Meeting 

● CEO Mailbox: Employees are encouraged 
   to express their thoughts, suggestions and/or 
   discuss operational topics directly with the 
   CEO through the CEO mailbox. The CEO
   personally responds to communications sent 
   to this mailbox.  
● HR Mailbox: Employees are encouraged to 
   express their thoughts, suggestions and/or
   discuss HR-related topics directly with the 
   highest-ranking HR manager through the 
   HR mailbox. The highest-ranking HR manager 
   personally responds to communications sent 
   to this mailbox.  
● Town Meetings: Town meetings held
   biannually and presided over by the CEO.
   These meetings are attended by all staff and 
   include reports on the company’s financial 
   and operational status. Other company-wide 
   topics are also discussed and responded to 
   directly during these meetings.

Investor Shareholders
Investors

● Financeal &
   Operational Status

● Established 
   Communication 
   Channels
● Fixed or
   Discretionary 
   Reports

● Spokesperson & Deputy Spokesperson System
● Investor Relations Department
● Investor Mailbox: Investor@Qisda.com and 
   designated personnel to respond or to report 
   messages from investors
● Dedicated location for investors on official 
   corporate website (Qisda.com) that includes 
   sections on corporate governance,
   resolutions by the board of directors, financial
   information, shareholder conference
   information, issued securities, events,
   presentations, investor services contacts, and 
   frequently asked questions.
● Fixed: Monthly revenue news releases;
   quarterly operational results; annual
   shareholder meeting reports, etc.
● Discretionary: News releases detailing
   significant events, investor conference calls,  
   investor interviews, etc.

Table 4.1: Stakeholder Communications
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Stakeholders Target
Audience

Relevant Information Communication 
Channels

Content

Suppliers Suppliers ● Green Product 
   Specifications  
   & CSR Policy
● Product 
   Specifications & 
   Quality Policy
● Contracts & 
   Agreements
● Component 
   Industry Analysis

● Supplier 
   Evaluation
   Surveys & Facility 
   Inspections
● Quality Audit 
   Conferences
● Discretionary 
   Procurement 
   & R&D 
   Conferences
● QBR (Quarterly 
   Business Review) 
● Supplier 
   Conference
● Internal 
   Training Courses

● CSR compliance, ethics compliance, current 
   & future environmental protection methods, 
   etc.
● R&D innovation, processes, quality control, 
   delivery capabilities, etc.
● Product defect rate improvement trends, 
   product replacement services, problem 
   resolution capabilities, etc.
● Product roadmap updates
● Strategic supplier delivery stability and quality 
   evaluations
● Qisda supplier policy announcements & 
   environmentally-friendly specifications training
● Detailed explanation of components & 
   industry analysis

Customers Consumers ● Service Locations
● Product Warrantee 
   Terms of Service 
   & Maintenance  
   Contacts
● Online Maintenance 
   Services
● Product Manuals

● Dedicated 
   Customer 
   Service Line
● Dedicated 
   Product Repair 
   Line
● Taiwan Customer 
   Service Manager 
   Mailbox

● Customer information on proper use 
   products, maintenance & service locations, 
   and contact information          
● to understand customer needs & process 
   suggestions
● Explanations of product characteristics &
   warrantee periods

Branded
Customers

● Service Locations
● Product Warrantee 
   Terms of Service  
   & Maintenance 
   Contacts
● Online 
   Maintenance 
   Services
● Product Manuals

● Dedicated 
   Contact via 
   telephone or 
   Email 
● Fixed & 
   Discretionary 
   Topical Reports

● to understand types of services required by 
   vendors and attempt to conform to their needs 
● to determine whether or not to provide repair 
   manuals, finished products, and 
   manufacturing processes/tools
● to provide on-demand shipment of components
● to determine whether or not to provide 
   maintenance training to vendors
● Fixed/discretionary customer inspection
   methods

Society The Public ● Company 
   introduction
● Product lines & 
   services
● Management Team
● Company news & 
   events
● Position 
   Announcements

● Corporate 
   Website

Corporate website content includes sections on: 
● Qisda (company information)
● CSR
● Products
● Press Center
● Investor Relations
● Talent Recruiting 

Organizations ● Company 
   Introduction
● Product Lines & 
   Services
● Management 
   Team
● Company News & 
   Events

● Corporate 
   Website 
● Company Visits

Corporate website content includes sections on: 
● Qisda (company information)
● CSR
● Products
● Press Center
● Investor Relations
● Talent Recruiting 

Media ● Company’s 
   Operational Status
● Product Line 
   Development 
   Information
● Company News &  
   Events
● Management 
   Team Information

● Corporate 
   Website
● Corporate Reports
● Fixed 
   Conferences
● Fixed News 
   Releases
● Discretionary   
   Press Conferences
● Discretionary 
   Media Interviews
● Discretionary Press 
   Announcements

● Corporate website: Displays information 
   about Qisda, CSR, Products, Press Center, 
   Investor Relations and Talent Recruiting 
● Fixed conferences & news releases: Monthly 
   revenue reports, quarterly operating results 
   conferences, and annual shareholder 
   meeting reports
● Discretionary company events & news 
   releases: Press releases, product launches & 
   company events
● Other communication based on media 
   requests/inquiry
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Raw Materials Procurement

.Use of Raw Materials
   Tin (paste, rods, wire):138.8 tons
   Flux: 33 tons
   Red Gum Rubber: 1 ton
   Iron: 21,000 tons

.Direct Resource Usage
   Natural Gas: 676,000 cubic meters per year
   Petrol: 35,000 liters
   Diesel: 500 liters
   Water Consumption: 477,000 tons.Indirect Resource Usage
   Externally Purchased Electric Power 83,000 MWH.Waste Materials Generated
   Waste Water Disposal: 382,000 tons
   Non-reusable, Non-separable Waste Materials: 460 tons 

Operations Related to
Production Processes

Products to Customers

Diagram 5.1 Sourced raw materials as well as the disposal of waste materials used in operational and 

production processes

5.1 Environmental Health & Safety Management

5.1.1 Raw Materials Management

Qisda is a dedicated contract manufacturer of electronics products. All raw materials used in production are 
procured externally. Our total utilization life cycle concept is applied to all raw materials, as well as to energy 
resources, disposal of materials, and analysis of waste water disposal used in the manufacturing process. To 
facilitate future environmental impact analysis and related improvements, all sourced raw materials in 2008, 
as well as the disposal of waste materials used in operational and production processes, are detailed in 
diagram 5.1:

5.1.2 Waste Disposal Management

Qisda uses a progressive approach to waste disposal management. In overall reduction and sustained 
promotion of waste reduction activities, the company’s source management actively carries out resource 
recovery and classification to greatly reduce the generation of waste materials and increase the amount of 
recycled materials to reduce the amount of waste materials generated.

Waste material generated within production facilities can be classified as normal production waste materials, 
medical waste materials, and waste materials made up of unusable solvents and non-distinguishable 
electronics components.

Qisda’s operational and production processes no not produce the type of waste defined in the Basel 
Convention.
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After promoting waste reduction activities, 
resource recycling and the reuse of waste material 
has increased annually while the amount of non-
recoverable waste material has decreased. In 
2007, the worldwide resource recycling ratio 
was approximately 70:30. In 2008, the ratio was 
approximately 77:23.

In 2008, the total amount of waste produced by 
global manufacturing sites amounted to 2,336 
tons, with approximately 1,800 tons of recyclable 
materials. Non-recoverable waste materials totaled 
approximately 536 tons (most of which are ordinary 
refuse). 

5.1.3 Waste Water Management

From the very beginning of product design, Qisda 
factors in clean production and environmental 
protection. The product manufacturing processes 
in the production of the company’s products at 
all of Qisda’s manufacturing locations result in 
only the generation of domestic sewage and no 
waste water. In 2008, domestic sewage generated 
at all Qisda manufacturing facilities worldwide 
amounted to approximately 380,000 tons. 

For domestic sewage control, specialized 
personnel operate and maintain installed waste 
water treatment equipment.

Domestic sewage generated by Qisda all flows 
into government sewer systems. Water used and 
sewage generated does not adversely affect 
sources of water or land.

In Taiwan, EPA-approved waste water testing 
companies sample waste water to determine water 
quality on a quarterly basis. As seen in table 5.1, 
government officials also monitor the quality of the 
company’s effluent on a monthly basis, in addition 
to random sampling and analysis. The standard 
outcomes of government inspection and analysis 
of effluent quality at the company’s manufacturing 
facilities are detailed in diagram 5.2.

Diagram 5.2 Limited water quality standards

comparison in manufacturing facilities

Inspection
Program

Sewer
Standards

2006 2007 2008

BOD 400 18.2 4.9 9.7

COD 600 98.3 117 47.4

SS 250 19 23 7.5

Table 5.1 Analysis of independent sampling and 

monitoring of effluent quality for the past 3 years

Data: Highest values monitored

Table 5.1 and diagram 5.2 display Qisda’s notable 
performance in waste water prevention and 
treatment. In addition to significantly surpassing 
the standards for facilities in industrial areas, 
2008 average values for effluent indicate that SS 
discharge values were below sewer standards by 
over 90% and COD discharge values were also 
below sewer standards by over 80%.
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5.2 Climate Change 
     
The source of global climate change can be traced to natural events that have been occurring over millions 
of years. The adverse affects humans have had on global climate can be attributed to the large amount of 
carbon dioxide emitted during the burning of fossil fuels.

The rapid discharge of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere leads to increased temperatures around the 
world. An increase in global temperatures can also cause sea level to rise, influence precipitation patterns, 
and cause climate shifts in some areas and within entire ecosystems. This issue must be properly acknowledged 
and addressed.

As the problem of global warming increases with each passing day, finding solutions has become a joint 
undertaking among global citizens. In order to progressively meet customer interest in these matters, Qisda 
implemented a greenhouse gas inventory and verification program in 2007. Additionally, the company 
referred to ISO 14064-1 and other documented greenhouse gas protocols in establishing a comprehensive 
and detailed inventory of greenhouse gas emissions at global manufacturing sites, and in establishing a 
standardized mechanism for the inventory of greenhouse gas emissions. In 2007, results of greenhouse gas 
emission inventory from global manufacturing locations passed ISO 14064-1 third-party verification. See 
credentials in image 5.3.

According to 2008 statistics, the primary source of Qisda’s greenhouse gas emissions was carbon dioxide 
resulted from the external production of electrical power purchased by the company, the use of gases in-
house operations, and greenhouse gases cause by the use of petrol. Electrical power purchased by the 
company accounts for over 90% of Qisda’s total emissions. Direct and indirect energy resources use both affect 
greenhouse gas emissions. See table 5.2 for energy resource use and GHG emissions at global manufacturing 
locations.

5.1.4 Ecological Management

Qisda manufacturing locations in Taiwan, Shanghai, Suzhou, the Czech Republic, and Mexico are all located 
in industrial parks. To facilitate straightforward manufacturing operations, manufacturing processes do not use 
diesel or heavy oil fuels as indirect materials in the process of producing. Therefore, Qisda does not produce 
SOx, NOx, or other gas emissions harmful to the environment.

With all of Qisda’s manufacturing facilities located within industrial parks, the company does not own, lease, 
or manage any manufacturing facility that is located near or adjacent to ecological conservation areas 
or water conservation areas. Qisda also does not engage in any kind of activity that creates a negative 
influence toward biological diversity. In the company’s product manufacturing and service processes, Qisda 
does not represent a negative influence on the natural environment/ecology.
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Image 5.3 ISO 14064-1 Credentials Table 5.2: 2008 Worldwide Manufacturing Site 

Resource Usage and GHG Emissions

Direct Use of 
Resources

Amount GHG Emission

Nature Gas 676,000 cubic
meters per year

8.2000 tons of 
CO2-e

Petrol 35,000 lITERS

Diesel 500 liters

Externally
Purchased 
Electric
Power

83,000 Mwh

Regarding the performance and outcome of greenhouse gas reduction measures listed below, total emissions 
in 2008 were reduced from 2007 levels by approximately 11%. According to an average per person and per 
hour emissions comparison, comparative values for 2008 and 2006 fell by roughly 15.6%. 

Qisda has made great progress in the implementation of socially responsible concepts, the creation 
of greenhouse gas reduction-related programs, and in keeping step with the international community in 
topics related to the elimination or reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. Greenhouse gas (GHG) emission 
reduction programs have used the following methods to save energy and indirectly reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions:

1. Use of energy efficient lighting in manufacturing facilities
2. Chiller equipment to improve and increase performance
3. Compressor & chiller equipment operations management
4. Increasing manufacturing process efficiency
5. Use of LEDs in emergency indicator lighting
6. Fixed and controlled exhaust for dormitory & underground parking facilities
7. Independent, area-specific air conditioning management
8. Either managed or equipment-controlled of electric power shutdown
9. “Eco” office events & activities
10. Night-time resource management
11. Concentrated manufacturing to reduce overtime
12. Air conditioning synchronized with production start and end times
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5.3 Environmental
      Health & Safety
      Performance
A well-managed enterprise is one that has green 
production. Every year, Qisda invests significant la-
bor resources to working on environmental protec-
tion programs. The results of these efforts are clear. 
Worldwide manufacturing sites have increased 
recycling of waste materials year after year. The 
rate of recycling and reuse of water has also in-
creased. In 2008, environmental protection-related 
investments totaled around US$ 300,000, or roughly 
0.019% of annual revenue.

5.3.1 Performance in Water
         Resource Management

In 2008, the company’s worldwide manufacturing 
sites’ water usage was 470,000 tons. Site-specific 
water usage can be seen in table 5.3 and diagram 
5.3. Every manufacturing site around the globe is 
equipped with water recycling and reuse systems. 
Recycled domestic sewage is reused to irrigate 
green areas on manufacturing site grounds. The 
average water recycling rate is currently around 
20%. In 2008, a total of 7,640 tons of waste water 
was recycled and reused.

Annual/
Site

QTY QCS QCH QMX QZB

2008 61,413 386,880 18,249 4,488 4,455

Table 5.3: 2008 Worldwide Site Usage Totals (tons)

5.3.2 Performance in Health and 
         Safety Management

Qisda has sound corporate social responsibility 
and environmental health & safety management 
committees & the implementation capabilities 
to meet the needs of safety, hygiene, and health 
requirements. Up until now, Qisda’s manufacturing 
sites around the world have not experienced a 
case of occupational illness brought on by work-
related factors. In work-related injuries, most are 
cuts/lacerations that can be attributed to the 
use of manual tools. In general, these injuries are 
superficial and do not require time off. However, 
a small amount or work-related injuries do require 
time off. Serious work-related injuries that last over 1 
day fall within the scope of work-related injury and 
lost work day rates. In 2008, Qisda’s work-related 
injury rate was 1.5 incidents per 1 million man hours, 
the rate of occurrence of occupational illness was 
0, lost work days averaged approximately 40 days 
per 1 million man hours and rate of absenteeism 
was roughly 353 days (including traffic accidents). 
In comparison,  2007’s work-related injury rate was 
1.63 events per million man hours and the rate of 
absenteeism was about 707 days, etc. (the above 
includes traffic accidents). As the data suggests, 
there is a positive performance trend in health and 
safety management year after year at Qisda.

Managing chemical products used in the 
production process is at the core of environmental 
health and safety management. Effective 
management is critical in preventing chemical leaks 
and spills that could potentially affect the safety 
and health of employees and a manufacturing 
area’s environment. In 2008, none of Qisda’s global 
manufacturing sites experienced incidents of 
chemical spills or leaks in their manufacturing areas. 
Along with the company’s aforementioned record 
of work-related injury rates, lost work day rates, and 
rates of absenteeism, this data confirms that Qisda 
safeguards employee safety and makes every 
effort to address environmental-related issues.
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5.4 Awards

Year Award Name Evaluation Body

2007 Progressive Workplace Health Certificate--Health Pro-
motion Award

Bureau of Health Promotion, Department of Health, 
Executive Yuan, R.O.C. (Taiwan)

Outstanding Department Award Ministry of Defense Industrial Training System Exami-
nation Committee

2006 Health Promotion-Diamond Award Public Health Bureau, Taoyuan County

Industry Benchmark Industrial Development Bureau, Ministry of Economic 
Affairs

2005 First Labor Innovation Award Bureau of Employment and Vocational Training

Sixth Industry Sustainable Excellence Award Industrial Development Bureau, Ministry of Economic 
Affairs

2004 Outstanding Health & Safety Model Award Industrial Development Bureau, Ministry of Economic 
Affairs

2003 Award for Valuing Women’s Labor Resources Council of Labor Affairs

2001 Green Beautification Award Industrial Development Bureau, Ministry of Economic 
Affairs

2000 Outstanding Health & Safety Practices Award Taoyuan County 

1999 National Outstanding Health & Safety Award Council of Labor Affairs 

Social Contribution Award Genesis Social Welfare Foundation 

1998 National Outstanding Health & Safety Award Council of Labor Affairs 

Award for Enthusiastic Support of Environmental Protec-
tion Programs

Executive Committee of the Sea Gull Program: Series 
on Environmental Protection

1997 Outstanding Performance in Personnel Training Chinese National Federation of Industries  

Outstanding Staff Education Award Taoyuan County 

Outstanding Labor Education Program Award Council of Labor Affairs 

Outstanding Performance in Personnel Training Award Council of Labor Affairs 

Outstanding Performance in Staff Benefits Award Council of Labor Affairs 

1995 Waste Reduction Award Industrial Development Bureau, Ministry of Economic 
Affairs, Environmental Protection Administration
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. Service Objectives
For the service to our valued customers, Qisda insists 
on our innovative spirits to provide various products, 
information and technical services to satisfy our 
different customers’ needs.  In order to understand 
the demands of the customers, we persistently 
ask our employees to listen attentively to commit 
customers’ priority needs.  Besides, the customer 
service department also makes every effort to build 
excellent relationship with our customers.

. Customer Satisfaction

6.1 Marketing &  
      Promotion
The primary functions of Qisda’s marketing and 
promotional activities involve: 

1. Management and planning of corporate identity 
system

2. Corporate public relations planning & media 
relations maintenance

3. Corporate image marketing strategy and 
management

This department’s key responsibilities involve 
managing external communication channels 
such as the corporate website, exhibitions & 
shows, company activities, press conferences, 
news releases and other related activities. This 
department also manages communications with 
individuals related to the company, including 
customers, shareholders, investors, media, the 
public and other organizations by providing 
relevant company information.

Qisda’s external communication channels are used 
to legally promote the company and its products 
and services. Intellectual property rights are fully 
respected in the creation of promotional content.

6.2 Customer Service
The satisfaction of our customers and business 
partners is the first main task of the Qisda professional 
service team, especially, we are proud of our 
global logistic support which always provides the 
fast and strong back-up in manpower, technique 
and spare parts supply to solve the complicated 
professional problems in the very first time to fulfill 
customers’ satisfaction.  Our belief is maintaining 
the long-lasting relationship with customers through 
our product quality and professional service. 

Commitment

Due Date

Cost

Quality

Specification

Valuable feedbacks and comments from customers 
are the driving force that keeps Qisda improving and 
staying ahead. Qisda regularly collects customer 
response to review and evaluate customer 
satisfaction based on four key indicators: due date, 
quality, service and technology.  We keep up the 
good work; in the meantime we provide related 
departments with feedbacks for improvement 
and for services that should be adjusted to meet 
customer’s requirements as well as to keep up with 
the trend. 

Values

Integrity

Lean Operations

Fulfill Customer
Commitments
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6.2.1 Procedure of Customer 
         Satisfaction Research

In every June and December, Qisda conducts 
an overall customer satisfaction survey. GCS 
(Global Customer Service) is responsible for 
questionnaires delivery. Our customers are 
requested to provide evaluations and suggestions 
about our products and customer service. After 
collecting the survey from customers, GCS will 
convey the information to related departments 
and, if necessary, illustrate the proper adjustment 
and improvement on the quality of both products 
and services. Finally, GCS will keep following up 
the improvement status and convey those to 
customers. 

END

Feedback to 
Customers

Active 
Improvement 

Actions

START

Customers 
receive the 

Questionnaire

GCS take the data from 
customer satisfaction 
questionnaires to do the 
performance evaluation.

CS report

GCS send the customer 
satisfaction questionnaire 
to customer, and claim 
back the questionnaire via 
PM / Sales / GCS. GCS is 
responsible for collecting all 
the information.

After GCS explains and 
clarifies the related items to 
corresponding departments, 
corresponding departments 
propose improvement 
actions and then execute.

GCS will confirm with 
related departments for the 
improvement actions and 
feedback to customer. 

Flow Chart of Customer Satisfaction Survey:

GCS collects results
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6.2.2 Safeguarding Information 
         Security

Qisda has made a commitment to its customers to 
attach great importance to information security, 
and in the process of doing business, ensure 
customer confidentiality. Besides promoting 
the necessity of internal information and 
communication security, confidential documents 
are protected by restricted access. Outside of 
project-related employees, other staff members 
require the approval of a direct supervisor to gain 
limited-access authority. When downloading 
classified documents, backgrounds must show a 
confidential watermark as well as the name of the 
employee performing the download. This serves 
as a reminder of its sensitivity and confidentiality 
while reaffirming customer confidentiality, 
guarding company property, and preventing the 
inappropriate copying and distribution of company 
information. Qisda’s continuous promotion of the 
importance of informational security is designed 
to provide customers with secure and professional 
service.

The above figure represents the evaluations from 
Qisda Top 3 monitor customers (firms) from 2006 
to 2008. Our positive and competitive customer 
satisfaction scores reflecting the “Customer 
first” is always Qisda’s priority. Currently, through 
continuous improvement, we expect to build up 
a more efficient platform for customer service, 
provide the professional solution for customers, and 
maintain a smooth communication channel. 

At present, Qisda is devoted to internal process 
improvement as well as external reputation 
establishment. We expect to extend our business 
and provide better customer services. 

For Qisda, the ultimate goal is to 100% satisfy the 
needs of our customers. 

Results of Customer Satisfaction Research for 

2006~2008:



6.3 Green Product

In order to continue implementing pragmatic environmental policies, Qisda promotes corporate culture 
values of ‘environmental stewardship’ and ‘practical environmentalism’. The company also upholds its 
responsibilities as a corporate citizen and the concept of social responsibility. Qisda cares about product 
and service quality, but we care even more about the value of our commitments and social responsibility. In 
seeking economic benefits, we also consider social and global benefits.

In 2007, Qisda formed the Qisda 
Green Product Committee (Qisda GP 
Committee) comprised of management-
level members from the company’s 
different product lines. This committee 
plans and implements Qisda’s 
environmental policies through regular 
meetings and in cooperation with different 
manufacturing regions. Qisda employees 
observe all environmental laws and 
regulations, the company’s environmental 
policies, and work with the company 
in promoting environmental protection 
measures.

Infotainment
BU

GP Leader

SPC
BU
GP

Leader

LCD TV
BU
GP

Leader

Monitor
BU
GP

Leader

Projector
BU
GP

Leader

Mobile
BU
GP

Leader

Qisda GP
Committee

Green
Design

Green
Product

Green
Process

Green
Purchasing

Recycling
Recovery

Reuse

Green
Value
Chain

We consider the concept of green product 
to be a part of our corporate responsibility, 
and have fully implemented this concept 
into component sourcing, product 
development and design, manufacturing, 
marketing & sales, and the recycling of 
waste products. Reprocessing and reuse 
activities include: 

 (A) Green Design
 (B) Green Purchasing
 (C) Green Process
 (D) Green Product
 (E) Recycling, Recovery & Reuse of WEEE
 
A series of green activities linked together 
becomes a green value chain.
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(1) Hazardous Substance Management
There is a clear trend of increasingly stringent international regulations on the use of chemicals, strengthening 
of controls on product components & the use of different kinds of chemicals in the manufacturing process, and 
especially items classified as hazardous chemical substances. In the beginning of 2008, Qisda’s manufacturing 
sites in Taiwan, Suzhou, the Czech Republic, and Mexico began to successively receive the IECQ QC 080000 
Hazardous Substance Process Management System Certification.  

In accordance with international law and customer requirements, Qisda formulated a ‘Hazardous Material 
Management Checklist’ for use of chemical substances in products or in the production process and for the 
strict control of the influence of chemical substances on environmental health and safety. Qisda observes all 
specially designated chemical substance standards and strenuously requires all suppliers to restrict or prohibit 
the use of hazardous chemical substances. Suppliers are regularly audited for strict control of component 
materials and end product certification through a systemized management mechanism that ensures 
products comply with international regulations and customer requirements. In addition, these suppliers must 
demonstrate concrete steps to reduce the amount of hazardous chemical substances used with the goal of 
steadily reducing the application of such substances. 

Since the announcement of the EU’s RoHS directive, Qisda established a special team that is in charge of 
gathering and understanding related laws and regulations from different countries, communicating these 
findings with the company’s business units and primary suppliers, inspect and verify raw materials used in the 
production process. All Qisda products comply with the EU’s RoHS directive.

(2) Environment Protection Marks
From product research and development to the manufacturing phase, the green product concept is a 
foremost consideration. Extending a product’s lifecycle, energy conservation, recyclability, low-toxicity, and 
reducing environmental impact are important considerations that are implemented in green supplier-side 
training and management. To ensure each product complies with environmental regulations and customer 
requirements while assisting customers obtain related green product certifications, Qisda has obtained the 
following certifications:

1. Taiwan Green Mark Certification
2. China CECP Certification
3. TCO Certification
4. Energy Star
5. Electronic Product Environmental Assessment Tool (EPEAT)

Environmental Mark Results

Product Taiwan Green Mark China CECP TCO Certification Energy Star EPEAT

LCD Monitor 10% 50% 95% 100% 30%
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(3) Management of the Product Lifecycle Concept
The essential elements of lifecycle design that are incorporated into product design include use of raw 
materials, energy consumption during usage and the recyclability of waste materials after usage. In 2008, the 
company introduced EuP program and selected a standard model for testing. This program can be broken 
down into three areas: 1) Development of evaluation criteria for a product’s current and future areas of 
improvement based on analysis of international environmental laws and regulations; 2) Determine whether 
or not a product’s recyclability can be improved upon and incorporating those improvements into the 
next generation through a process of analysis and breakdown of a product; and 3) Determine a product’s 
environmental impact through examination of supplier & system lifecycle evaluation criteria and databases, 
then use those findings to develop eco-design solutions and outcomes for performance evaluations. 
Outcomes for the aforementioned efforts are consolidated in the model’s Eco-Profile.

Qisda’s objectives during the trial process include considering how we can establish stronger internal and 
departmental capabilities in the future while advancing the positive aspects of eco-design and integrating 
them into current systems. In the future, Qisda will also integrate Brominated Flame Retardants (BFRs), polyvinyl 
chloride (PVC), and the 15 Substances of Very High Concern (SVHC) outlined by the EU’s Registration, 
Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH) into the scope of the company’s regulations 
on restricted materials.
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Taiwan or China, so we consider the feedback 

and improvement actions from suppliers CSR 

responsibilities and regular QBR as the most 

important activity in Qisda supplier management 

principles.

7.2 Supplier Assessment
     Procedures

7.2.1 Supplier Selection and
         Qualification Procedures

Supplier selection is accomplished in accordance 

with Qisda’s future product trends and purchasing 

strategies to investigate the capacity, technical 

innovation, quality and services of potential 

suppliers. When we evaluate a new supplier, an 

assessment team is created and comprised of 

members from procurement, quality assurance, 

design and component engineering teams. 

Supplier capability surveys are provided to potential 

suppliers and the final evaluation is judged by the 

supplier assessment team. Survey criteria includes 

the supplier’s company and product information, 

financial performance, major customers, 

procurement master contracts with Qisda, the 

supplier’s green management procedures and 

policies, and inquiries into supplier CSR and 

(Environment Safety & Health (ESH)) initiatives. ESH 

inquiries include: (1) the continuous improvement 

of employee rights (2) compliance with ISO 14001, 

OHSAS 18001, SA 8000, and EICC (3) whether 

or not suppliers comply with above standards, 

governmental laws for labor health & safety, 

environmental policy, customer requirements and 

related regulations (4) whether or not a supplier 

requires anti-pollution, waste reduction, energy 

saving and continuous improvement.

7.1 Supplier 
      Management 
      Principles
Supplier evaluation procedures at Qisda are well 

defined by several survey criteria, including: supplier 

organizational structure, operational performance, 

industry ranking, competitiveness, financial status, 

demand from Qisda and other factors. Based on the 

product features in each business entity, key parts 

and strategic suppliers are defined accordingly, 

and fixed supplier performance evaluations are 

carried out to review and adjust suppler strategies if 

needed. Regarding CSR requirements for suppliers, 

beginning in 2008, Qisda must obtain the self-

assessment questionnaires for ISO 14001, OHSAS 

18001, SA8000, and EICC compliance during the 

supplier qualification process. In the second-half of 

2008, Qisda gathered critical suppliers to join EuP 

directive training on product life cycle inventory 

of direct and indirect materials, resources usage, 

generation of waste, and transportation energy 

consumption to prepare for future environmental 

impact requirements.

Qisda manages around 1,300 direct material 

suppliers due to different specialties in each 

business entity. Most suppliers built factories within 

close proximity to Qisda production facilities. We 

have also realized a high percentage of local 

procurement. In some cases, we negotiate with 

customers to increase local purchase of consigned 

materials in order to save transportation time and 

energy and to reduce environmental pollution. 

Based on the 2008 procurement record, Qisda 

purchased 72% of its materials from suppliers in 

China, 17% from Taiwan & other locations in Asia, 

while 10% originated from European suppliers 

mainly in the Czech Republic. Over 90% of suppliers 

have set up headquarters or regional offices in 
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7.2.2 Supplier Evaluation Procedures

After receiving a favorable evaluation, qualified 

suppliers continue to be evaluated on a regular ba-

sis. The outcome of these evaluations will be con-

sidered in procurement strategies and carried out 

accordingly. Procurement and design teams jointly 

create and establish a key parts strategic qualified 

maker list (QML) and update it every half-year. Stra-

tegic suppliers are selected for key components, 

while those not selected are categorized as quali-

fied vendors. Becoming a strategic supplier means 

a supplier will have priority selection or high volume 

procurement opportunities with Qisda.

7.3 The Green Supply 
      Chain
To build up Qisda’s Green supply chain is a vital 

and continuous task. We remain ever vigilant of 

environmental protection issues and updates to 

regulations. In the past, we followed customer and 

legal requirements. In the future, we’ll to go beyond 

the launch timeframe to ensure the absolute readiness 

of the company. In 2006, we hosted supplier training 

events to share RoHS regulations with suppliers. In2008, 

we held consecutive supplier training sessions for 

the upcoming EuP directives. Future management 

methods include targeting tier-one suppliers to receive 

training and to provide data for Qisda’s verification. 

Tier-one suppliers will then manage upstream second 

and third-tier suppliers. Through the support of first-

tier suppliers, an upstream green supply chain can 

be created. In addition, Qisda cooperates with 

the Taiwan Electrical and Electronic Manufacturers 

Association (TEEMA), the Foundation of Taiwan 

Industry Service (FTIS) and industrial development 

foundations to regular updates on developments 

regarding environmental issues and regulations to 

ensure Qisda incorporates the latest policies into the 

foundation of the green supply chain.

In 2008, Qisda joined an EuP directive development 

project organized by the Industrial Development 

Bureau. During the same time, key component 

suppliers were selected to join the training while 

Qisda employees were trained to comply with this 

directive. The Eco-profiles of critical products were 

delivered in preparation of possible future regulations 

or customer requirements. Among Qisda suppliers, 

the most complex components belong to panel and 

semiconductor devices, especially the materials in 

active and passive components due the difficulty in 

carrying out an environmental impact investigation. 

However, from now on, Qisda will prioritize all panel 

makers and a select group of semiconductor 

manufacturers to implement EuP directives. Not 

only does the company want to increase the 

environmental awareness and corporate social 

responsibility of suppliers, but also to influence other 

suppliers that exist within this complex supply chain.

In logistics, several workable steps can be 

implemented to reduce the environmental impact. 

We define minimum orders with many suppliers 

to achieve maximum loads for transportation 

loads. Starting the second-half of 2008, Qisda also 

expedited the production of in-house mechanical 

components in our Suzhou assembly plant, which 

effectively avoided or reduced considerable 

transportation waste and pollution. Packing materials 

and pallets are recycled according to a minimum 

recycling ratio defined together with suppliers. In 

overseas transportation, major service providers are 

requested to disclose energy consumption (such 

as fuel) generated during transportation between 

Qisda’s manufacturing locations in Asia, Europe, and 

North America, including in land transportation, and 

mileage-based consumption via sea and air routes. 

With stricter consideration of transportation service 

providers, we anticipate more efficient routes to lower 

environmental impact in the future.
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.Workforce Qualification
Qisda has a high quality workforce. Over 98% 
of direct labor at Qisda has a high school level 
education or higher. Over 99% of indirect labor has 
a community college level education or higher 
(graph 8-4 & 8-5)

8.1 Employee Profile

8.1.1 Recruiting Principles
Qisda recruits and hires employees based on the 
principle of equal opportunity in accordance with 
the needs of the organization. Suitable internal 
candidates have priority over external candidates. 
Candidates are not discriminated against based 
on race, social class, nationality, religion, disability, 
gender, sexual orientation, pregnancy, or political 
beliefs. Qisda does not employ child labor. Local 
candidates are provided with employment 
opportunities during times of recruiting and hiring. 
In other locations, 99% of employees and 60% of 
manager are hired locally.

8.1.2 Workforce
In 2008 Qisda had 9,062 employees around the 
world. In graph 8-1, 8-2 & 8-3 below, employee 
headcount percentages are given for Taiwan, 
China, the Czech Republic and Mexico.
 

Graph 8-1 Personnel Distribution

Graph 8-4 Indirect Labor

Graph 8-2 Indirect Labor Distribution

Graph 8-3 Direct Labor Distribution

Direct Labor 70%

The Czech Republic 4%

Mexico 1%

Others 1%

Taiwan 51%

China 43%

Indirect Labor 24%
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6%

Junior High 2%

High School
92%

Graph 8-5 Direct Labor

30 or under 77%

Males 56%

30-40 19%

Females 44%

40 or over 4%

Age and Gender Distribution
Over 77% of Qisda employees worldwide are under 
30 years old and 23% are over 30. The company 
does not treat employees differently based on age 
or gender (graph 8-6 and 8-7).
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8.2 Learning &
      Development

Qisda values employee training and development. 
In order to provide a clear and definite career 
development blueprint to staff, the company 
devotes a significant amount of resources, 
including an integrated classroom and online 
training platform, internal and external training 
resources, and Qisda Academy to train employees. 
At the same time, the company communicates the 
importance of social responsibility through green 
product-related courses, EICC, QC080000, ESH, 
and other related training programs that all Qisda 
employees are required to attend.

Qisda’s training program is made up of 4 schools, 
The School of Learning and Growth, the School 
of Leadership and Management, the School 
of Continuous Improvement, and the School of 
Innovative Engineering, to meet the different 
training needs of the company and provide a 
comprehensive training program.

Qisda Academy
Qisda values employee training and development. 
In order to provide a clear and definite career 
development blueprint to staff, the company 
devotes a significant amount of resources and the 
Qisda Academy to train employees. In addition to 
classroom training programs, the company has an 
internal e-learning training platform. 

Graph 8-6 Age Distribution

Graph 8-7 Gender Distribution
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A. School of Learning and Growth

.Outstanding New Employee Training
New employees participate in a new employee training program (Win Camp) upon being hired. In addition to 
the Group’s Win Camp training, the company has a new employee 90 day incubation program. The program 
covers company policy, corporate culture, corporate social responsibility and related policies, environmental 
health and safety, work/time/stress management, and more to help new employees easily adjust to the new 
environment

.Change Program
To assist in work, assignment, and post transfers, Qisda has initiated the Change Program. The scope of the program 
covers first line foreman/assistant foremen, new employees, secretaries, new managers, expatriate employees. The 
program also covers assistance to employees who require work-related technical training to more easily become 
proficient in their work.

.InUniversity Program
To tie in with the government’s industry & academics program, Qisda has paired with external resources to 
promote the inUniversity Program. This program provides employees with multiple avenues to facilitate self-
development through credit-granting, licensed, and professional courses.

.Internal Instructors (TTT Program)
Cultivating internal instructors is an important company policy. To accomplish this, Qisda has initiated an 
internal instructor sharing association, established internal instructor training, and helped the company’s 
internal instructors further improve their speaking/lecturing techniques. To reward internal instructors for their 
valuable contributions, the company offers an instructor-related incentive program and uses forums such as 
Town Meetings to publicly recognize internal instructors.

2009 Qisda Academy

Leadership Program
‧FLP (Group)
‧ALP (Group)
‧SLP (Group)
‧VLP (Group)
‧TDC (Group)
‧Qisda Leadership 
   Package

Change Program
‧New Comer Orientation
  Package (M1~ M3)
‧New Manager Orientation
   Packages
‧Expatriate Orientation
   Packages
‧Assistant Orientation
   Package

Inuniversity Program
‧Self Development
‧Learning Channel

TTT Program

CIP Program
‧CIP Basic Package
‧CIP Advanced 
    tools  package

Qisda Form
‧Technical Forum
‧GP Forum
‧Quality Forum

Engineering Program
‧RD Common Packages
‧RD Functional Packages
‧Mfg Common Packages
‧Mfg Functional Packages

Innovation Program
‧Innovator Experience
   Sharing
‧Innovation Thinking
    TRIZ

Leadership
Program

Learning &
Growth

Continuous
Improement

Innovative
Engineering
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B. School of Leadership and
    Management

.Leadership Program
In addition to targeting different position levels and 
Group manager training programs, Qisda’s internal 
program focuses on leadership self-assessment 
evaluation, multi feedback (based on a 360 
degree feedback program), manager reading 
programs, and manager competency. Further, 
the company’s CEO offers lectures on company 
strategy to give managers a better insight into the 
company’s future direction and developmental 
goals.

C. School of Continuous
     Improvement

.CIP Program (Continuous Improvement Program)
Starting in 2007, Qisda began initiating Six Sigma 
strategies into company operations. All staff are 
required to take DMAIC Awareness training, 
from courses on Advanced To ols to specialized 
DFSS Black Belt courses. These courses provide 
employees with the basic concepts & tools 
necessary to realize work improvement. Through 
an interconnected mechanism, this process helps 
employees turn what they learn into actual work 
improvement. As of today, 16 Loop is underway 
around the world and over 500 CIP cases have 
resulted in remarkable outcomes.

In order to cover different types of required tools 
and concepts, the scope of CIP includes 5S, 
QCC, DMAIC, CMMI, DFSS, and Lean techniques 
to provide employees with the most suitable work 
improvement means. In 2009, CIP techniques 
were applied in personal and departmental 
improvement schemes as well as overall corporate 
improvement.

D. School of Innovative 
     Engineering

.Qisda Forum
Monthly topics covering technology, quality, and 
green product; specialized in-house and external 
instructors lead lecture series.

.Engineering Program
With close cooperation with functional committees 
targeting different specializations, the company provides 
related training blueprints and employee skill training. In 
2009, the RD Engineering Program held more than 100 
training sessions with over 70 courses.

.Innovation Program 
Provides a channel for employees to share 
innovation-related experiences, develop 
innovative capabilities, teach innovative R&D 
management, innovative thinking, and TRIZ theory 
courses that are designed to help employees 
develop an improved ability to apply innovative 
solutions to problems and increased critical 
thinking abilities.

Qisda regards employees as critical assets. To 
facilitate the simultaneous growth of employees 
and the company, Qisda provides sustained 
investment in training programs. In the future, the 
company will continue to develop Qisda Academy, 
integrate internal and external resources, increase 
the number of training channels, and diversify 
employee capabilities through more effective 
training and learning solutions.
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Qisda has formulated social responsibility and environmental health & safety policy-related management 
procedures in compliance with local laws and regulations, international standards, and requirements of rights-
related organizations. These procedures ensure the protection of labor rights and interests as well as continuous 
improvement within the organization. In 2006, Taiwan headquarters received SA 8000 certification. Qisda’s 
overseas manufacturing locations are expected to obtain SA 8000 certification in 2009. These certifications 
demonstrate international recognition of the company’s labor conditions. And, with the integration of EICC 
standards into the company’s ethics management system in 2007, labor management at Qisda has become 
even more advanced.

Qisda does not employ child labor. If a case of inadvertent employment of child labor is discovered, the case 
will be handled by a child protection organization in accordance with company regulations. All employees 
sign employment contracts that state an employee’s willingness to work and acknowledgment of work duties 
agreed upon by both the employee and the company. The company does not use forced labor. Employees 
are not subjected to physical or psychological coercion or discriminated against based on race, gender, age, 
nationality, religion, or political ideology. New employees are introduced to EICC and company systems during 
initial training. With a training completion rate of over 95% and frequent SA 8000 training, new employees are 
given ample opportunity to understand their rights and interests. The company places great importance on 
two-way communication with staff. Employees are encouraged to attend quarterly Town Meetings with senior 
management for face-to-face communication. In addition to this, employees are also encouraged to use the 
CEO mailbox, HR mailbox, departmental meetings, labor meetings, SA 8000 employee representatives, and 
other similar channels to communicate with the company. The company has also established a separate 
channel for employees to use to report sexual harassment and/or cases of improper treatment. The company 
guarantees the anonymity of employees who report a violation. In the past few years, there have been no 
employee disputes or cases of improper treatment.

Qisda has created a social responsibility and commercial ethics agreement for use with suppliers. Qisda 
progressively requires suppliers to sign this agreement and abide by EICC and SA 8000 standards that are 
enforced in procurement contracts. Additionally, the company has formulated a supplier social responsibility 
and environmental health & safety inspection checklist. Since 2007, each supplier must undergo a step-by-
step survey of their social responsibility management, environmental management systems, and occupational 
health & safety systems. By the end of 2008, only 6% of suppliers had obtained SA 8000 certification. Qisda 
proactively encourages suppliers to apply for certification and the company even offers support and best 
practice sharing. The company continues to track the proportion of suppliers that have obtained certification. 
The company is planning to survey the proportion of suppliers that have been inventoried their greenhouse gas 
emissions in 2009 to satisfy international trends in compliance and customer requirements.

8.3 Human Rights Management
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8.4 Employee Relations

Qisda adheres to the concept of creating a happy and healthy working environment. The company 
concentrates employee welfare resources into various programs and measures so staff can enjoy top quality 
benefits provided by the company while strengthening the working environment with a healthy and happy 
corporate culture.

8.4.1 Fundamental Employee Guarantees

Qisda currently provides following primary benefits to all employees:

(1) Provided in accordance with relevant laws and regulations:
      1. Health insurance and labor insurance
      2. Workers’ retirement funds
      3. Unpaid wage compensation funds
      4. Occupational disease insurance
      5. In-house medical facilities and medical staff

(2) The company exclusively provides:
      1. Annual bonus/performances bonus
      2. Group insurance
      3. Free Health Examinations
      4. Employee bonus (profit sharing)
      5. Paternity Leave (male employees)
      6. Meal subsides
      7. Employee education programs
      8. Training
      9. Bereavement System
      10. Specially contracted hospitals
      11. Special employee pricing for company products
      12. Weddings, funerals, illness & worship allowances
      13. Dormitories & uniforms
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8.4.2 Strengthening of Organizational Communication and
         Establishing Relations

(1) Communicating with Labor
Sustaining healthy relations between management and labor encourages staff participate in company 
operations and share suggestions for improvement. The company provides various communication channels 
for employees to raise questions and respond to issues, including: Town Meetings, Multi Feedback (based 
on a 360° feedback program), department meetings, new manager meetings, management discussion 
forums, secretary/assistant forums, intranet resources for on-demand response to questions/issues, employee 
relations committee, e-news, corporate culture transformation (Kuma 3Q), etc. These are used to create 
healthy, two-way communications between the company and employees, maintain unhindered channels 
to fully understand employee needs and issues, and allow the company to constantly improve by meeting 
employees’ workplace expectations.

Qisda complies with labor laws and SA 8000 standards for requiring for two-way communications between 
the organization and labor, as well as fixed meetings with employee-chosen representatives and high-level 
management in accordance with SA 8000 standards. Quarterly labor meetings with representatives are 
used to raise labor-related issues regarding labor conditions, welfare and benefits, and to communicate with 
employee representatives responsible for communicating expedient matters with employees/labor.

(2) Multiple Communication Channels
Offering multiple forms of open communication is one outstanding aspect of Qisda’s corporate culture, as 
are having the courage to face problems, seeking the root of a problem and finding the proper solution, 
constant improvement, and making “good” even better. The following mailboxes are designed for employee 
communication and to be direct conduits for employee sentiment:

1. CEO(Kuma) Mailbox
Employees are encouraged to share their thoughts and suggestions directly with the CEO by using this mail-
box to discuss matters ranging from Qisda’s business strategy, business development, corporate culture, and 
organizational structure to topics on research and innovation, quality management, and other company-
related matters. 

2. HR Mailbox
Employees are encouraged to share their thoughts and suggestions on matters covering HR policy, strategy 
questions or suggestions, recruiting, talent development, compensation & benefits, employee relations, and 
HR systems by using this mailbox to communicate directly with the Director of the Human Resources Center.

3. 2885 Immediate Response& Follow Up
For problems with employee administrative services (public services, dormitories, environmental protection, 
lighting, drinking water, cafeterias, parking spaces, etc.) issues can be raised via the company’s intranet di-
rectly to Human Resources. HR’s response and follow up is public information and verifiable. 
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8.4.3 Promotion of Employee Health & Happiness

Creating professional careers for employees is one of Qisda’s resolute goals. In addition to providing 
competitive compensation, the company works to constantly improve working environments and implement 
additional measures for the benefit of employees. In order to ensure employees do not have additional 
burdens, the company makes an open effort to share efforts and rewards. To facilitate a healthy, happy 
work environment, Qisda’s wellness committee offers a range of different activities to meet employee needs, 
creating a series of healthy programs:

(1) Wellness Committee’s Special Programs
1. Physical Activities: baseball, jogging, badminton, basketball, bowling, etc.
2. Eco Activities:  Green-themed activities & tours
3. Arts & Culture: Lantern festival tours, singing competitions
4. Wellness: Diabetes & cancer screening
5. Community Projects: Corporate “Adopt a rice patty program”
6. Pay Easy (Benefits & Travel Points): Generous benefit points are provided to employees so they have the 

freedom to select their own rewards & travel 
7. Other programs: New Year gifts, recreational activities, casual employee dress, tuition-reimbursement, 

merchant discounts, etc.

(2) Facilities
Qisda provides caring services and comprehensive lifestyle facilities so employees are able to enjoy a 
comfortable living and working environment.
1. Comprehensive selection of dining & refreshments: Cafeteria, self-serve coffee bar, convenience store 

and juice bar provide a wide variety of choices
2. Exercise facilities: exercise room, outdoor basketball court, aerobics/dance room, and racquetball courts 

let employees exercise and blow off steam while staying fit
3. Wellness Center: medical center/nursing room/massage room to provide employees with medical care 

and wellness solutions. Every Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday afternoons blind masseuse service is 
offered for employees so they can relax and reduce stress.
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8.4.4 Employee Health Care Management

The objective of the Wellness Center is the good health of all staff. The promotion 
of related activities is done entirely in accordance with the needs of employee 
health, such as the outpatient center, on-site nursing room program, illness 
monitoring and care, weight loss programs, and other health-related programs 
and medical assistance. 

Diagram 8.1 Qisda’s Health Care 

Management Model

New Hire
Health Exam

Manager
Health Exam

Wellness 
Outpatient 

Center

Wellness 
Outpatient 

Services

Emergency 
Response 
Personnel

Cancer 
Prevention/

Promotion of 
Lifestyles of 
Health and 

Substainability

Health 
Management 

Tracking

Promotion 
of On-Site 

Nursing 
Services

Illness
Prevention/

Announcements

Employee Health Exam

4. Green environment: The corporate campus has 500 trees from 24 different species planted all over the 
grounds. 

5. Other facilities: Outdoor smoking areas/ automobile & motorcycle parking areas,  parking for expecting 
mothers and the physically challenged, and training rooms.
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In addition to an in-house physician and professional nursing services, Qisda provides an in-house e-health 
management system on the company’s intranet portal that integrates existing health information so employees 
have on-demand access to their latest heath-related information. Qisda’s employee health management 
system concept is based on an e-Platform foundation with three key elements — database, information, and 
interaction — that make up the core of the system and advance the development of application models 
that conform to the needs of employees. 

Diagram 8.2 Qisda’s e-Management Interface

e-Management Interface

Database Information Interaction

.Past Health Exam
Information Inquiry.See a Physician/Diagnosis 

Records Inquiry

.Health Care Encyclopedia.Emergency Aid Station  .Sharing

.Web-based Registration .Online Consultation
with Physician .Personal Reminder

1. Annual Health Examination Record Inquiries: 

Employee health examination records and data are stored in the system’s database. Through the company’s 
intranet, employees have on-demand access to the system, from home or the office, to look up their personal 
health examination records. The health examination database not only provides a historical reference, but 
also serves the following purposes:

(1) Analysis of Abnormal Conditions: For those whose health examination reports contain abnormal or unusual 
items, the system uses a highlight function to remind employees to be mindful of their conditions. 

(2) Health Examination Tracking System: Focuses abnormal or unusual parts of an employee’s heath examination, 
arranges consultations with the company’s in-house physician to assist employees in understanding their 
individual health condition, and provides follow-up medical consultative services.

(3) Pivotal Analysis Function: The health examination information system can use its analysis function to screen 
for illness distribution or unusual conditions based on age, sex, type of work, and/or department. Moreover, 
system analysis can assist Health & Safety Department employees in health management by identifying 
common illnesses or chronic diseases and in developing educational materials or treatment regimens with 
the objective of concentrating resources and targeting the illness or disease with the proper treatment.
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2. Doctor Visits/Outpatient Record Inquiries
The system database can comprehensively record 
employee doctor visits and diagnosis records at 
the health care center. In addition to allowing 
employees to understand their personal medical 
conditions, the primary goal of the system database 
is to record an employee-related illness history to 
provide the in-house physician and professional 
nursing staff a reference when providing medical 
services and diagnosing Qisda employees. 

3. Health Encyclopedia 
Provides prevention measures for common chronic 
illnesses, common treatments, and information on 
new treatment methods.

4. Emergency Training Station
Provides emergency training for common illnesses 
(such as pulled muscles and nosebleeds) and 
accidents (lacerations, drowning, shock, etc.) 
for new employee training, first-aid certification 
courses, emergency accident response courses, 
etc. 

5. Sharing
This function provides employee health information 
and courses-related experience sharing to 
employees so they can have a concept of 
healthy living and can understand behaviors that 
will enhance their ability to better manage their 
personal health. 

6. Online Physician Consultation
Intended for those who are too busy and cannot 
personally go to the health care center, this 
function provides online consultations with a 
physician using the online system or internal 
communication methods to achieve the goal of 
offering on-demand employee services.

7. Personalized Reminders
For employees waiting to deal with medical-
related needs or for reminders of upcoming health 
events, the system homepage uses a personalized 
window and system-initiated e-news functions to 
notify employees.

8. Promotion of Current Topics in Health Care
By integrating current discussions in social and 
international health topics, this function provides 
employees with peace of mind at work and offers 
fast understanding of timely topics in health care.

Overall, the goal of health care management is 
to ensure the health of employees. Through the 
operation of Qisda’s health care management 
system, we have already successfully implemented 
a comprehensive medical & health care system 
that has been praised by employees.    

In 2009, the Wellness Center held the healthy body 
mass index (BMI) 1824 weight loss program that 
saw 720 people learn about healthy 1824 diet and 
exercise concepts. 92 employees participated in 
the healthy BMI 1824 contest, shedding a total of 
230 kilograms.

Image 8.1
Health Care Management System Homepage  

Image 8.2
Health Exam Data Interface
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Image 8.3 Qisda’s Nursing Rooms

Beginning in 2007 — when on-site nursing rooms 
were first promoted — until 2009, a total of 75 
mothers completed 3-6 month on-site nursing 
programs. In order to let working mothers continue 
to work and feel comfortable nursing, the Wellness 
Center enhanced the convenience and privacy of 
the nursing environment.

The long working hours of high tech employees is 
not news in the industry. Confronting the issue of 
spending long hours sitting in front of a computer 
without exercise has become an issue of great 
concern that is shared by both employees and the 
company. In the end, healthy employees make 
the company more competitive. Therefore, a 
constant focus of concern for Qisda has been how 
to positively affect the health of employees during 
the work day. As a result, the Wellness center holds 
regular health examinations and events that drive 
sustained promotion of employee health while 
creating a more ideal and healthy workplace.
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CH9 Caring for the Society



9.1 The BenQ
      Foundation
Since its inception, the BenQ Group has always 
believed that business goals must go beyond 
profits and earning a spot on the world stage—
representing the local area we come from is a kind 
of steadfast promise to the people here. 

In November 2003, the BenQ Group founded 
the BenQ Foundation in the hope that the 
group’s vision of “bringing enjoyment ‘ n quality 
to life” could be extended outward to every 
member of Taiwan’s society. The BenQ Group 
has a firmly committed mission to provide all 
people with a cheerful, happy life. 

The BenQ Foundation’s long-term vision is to 
diligently develop Taiwan’s beauty, which truly 
represents a tangible practice of an enterprise 
giving back to society. Below are some of the 
related activities and programs that have been 
organized by the BenQ Foundation:

9.1.1 Reducing the Digital Divide
 
To let everyone experience technology and enjoy 
the conveniences of an information-based society, 
the BenQ Foundation has a long-term commitment 
to shrinking the digital divide that exists in remote, 
rural areas and decreasing the imbalanced access 
to information due to economic background or 
personal characteristics, especially in homes with 
poor relationships or broken families. Therefore, the 
natural integration of technology and life is offered 
through special digital learning programs that offer 
interesting and lively training for eMoms and eDads 
to grow and learn together. 
1. BenQ eMoms Camp
2. “Information Pioneers” Computer Education 
3. Miaoli County Miaoli Digital Opportunity Center 

(DOC)
4.  Smangus Cultural  and Ecological  Dig i ta l 

Exper ience

9.1.2 Fostering Smart and Honest 
People

The digital age is progressing at a rapid pace. Only 
those with moral character and knowledge can 
satisfy the aspirations in their hearts and minds, go 
even further in life, and bring joy and happiness 
to people’s lives through trends in the evolution 
of digital life. Profound and true development of 
proper values is the key establishing competitive 
qualities in young people, the world of tomorrow 
needs “honest and smart people” filled with integrity 
and unlimited creativity. The BenQ Foundation is 
devoted to passing on these concepts to a new 
generation and letting positive ideas take root at 
a young age. 
1. BenQ eKIDs Future Optronics Camp
2. Honest and Smart Experience Camp
3. Honest and Smart Scholarships
4. Hope Reading Group
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9.1.3 Promotion of the Value of 
Original Culture

The development of artistic creativity and the 
ability to enjoy it are indications of an advanced 
society. The BenQ Foundation provides long-term 
encouragement of original artistic expression, 
and through the integration of technology and 
creativity, helps give creative artistic expression 
a richer and more advanced appearance. This 
encourages the creation of a platform for creative 
and artistic commentary that memorializes the 
genuineness, goodwill, and beauty of Taiwan. 
1. BenQ True, Good & Beautiful Awards
2. National Taiwan University MingDa Hall Public Art
3. “Peaceful Warrior”

9.1.4 Caring for the Earth

The people and the land are one. Surrounded by the 
Pacific, ocean winds blow through these mountains 
that nurture the world’s most technologically vibrant 
piece of land and the most industrious and honest 
people. As a corporate citizen, being an advocate 
for nature and giving back to this piece of land is our 
honor and our responsibility. From the preservation of 
historical remains to the protection and beautifica-
tion of the natural environment, the BenQ Foundation 
will continue to demonstrate our appreciation for the 
earth through tangible action.  
1. Preservation of ancient kiln ruins
2. Jade Mountain “Adopt a Trail”

The BenQ Foundation website: http://www.benq-
foundation.org

9.2 Employee
      Participation
Qisda cares for more than its own employees; 

the company also provides timely and caring 

contributions to society.

Through programs like “Adopt a Rice Patty”, 

special pricing on agricultural products,  employee 

contributions, blood drive events, environmental 

protection, neighborhood projects, community 

cleanup & maintenance, and other activities, 

employees show their compassion and have 

the opportunity to participate in leading roles in 

activities that have social benefits. A little effort on 

behalf of the company can ignite the people of 

Taiwan’s attention and compassion towards society 

and social issues.
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10.1 About this Report

Qisda has consistently attached great importance to corporate social responsibility. In 2005 and 2006, the 

company issued Environmental Reports. In 2007, Qisda issued its first Corporate Social Responsibility Report. 

Unlike published reports from earlier years, 2008’s report referenced GRI G3. Information within this report 

includes the company’s four primary manufacturing sites and the presentation of information on the 

company’s performance in economic, environmental, and social areas. In principle, information contained 

in this report represents the time period from January 1, 2008 to December 31, 2008. The publication date of 

this report is February 2010. Information in this report includes themes on sustainability, management strategy, 

goals, current status of the company, and its future direction of development. 

Contact Information
Qisda Corporation

Environmental Health and Safety Department

Wendy Kuo

157 Shan-Ying Road 

Gueshan, Taoyuan County 

TEL: 03-3598800, Extension #2917

FAX: 03-3599000

EMAIL: wendy.kuo@qisda.com
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Report
Parameters

Report profile

3.1 Reporting period for information provided. 10

3.2 Date of most recent report 10

3.3 Reporting cycle 10

3.4 Contact point for questions regarding the report or 
its contents

10

Report scope and
boundary

3.5 Process for determining content 10

3.6 Boundary of the report 10

3.7 State any specific limitations on the scope or 
boundary of the report.

10

3.8 Basis for reporting on joint ventures, subsidiaries, 
leased facilities, outsourced operations, and other 
entities that can significantly affect  
comparability from period to period and/or be-
tween organizations.

2.1

3.9 Data measurement techniques and the bases of 
calculations, including assumptions and tech-
niques underlying estimations applied to the com-
pilation of the Indicators and other  
information in the report.

5.2;5.3

3.10 Explanation of the effect of any re-statements of 
information provided in earlier reports, and the 
reasons for such restatement.

5.2 
5.3 
3.5

3.11 Significant changes from previous reporting periods 
in the scope, boundary, or measurement methods 
applied in the report.

10
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GRI/G3 Index

Aspect Category Item GRI 
Index

Description Report
Section

Note

Strategy and Analysis

1.1 Statement from the most senior decision-maker of 
the organization

1

1.2 Description of key impacts, risks, and  
opportunities

3.4

Organizational Profile

2.1 Name of the organization 2.1

2.2 Primary brands, products, and/or services 2.1

2.3 Operational structure of the organization 2.3

2.4 location of organization’s headquarters 2.1

2.5 Number of countries where the organization 
operates, and names of countries with either  
major operations or that are specifically relevant 
to the sustainability issues covered in the report.

2.1

2.6 Nature of ownership and legal form 2.1

2.7 Markets served (including geographic 
breakdown, sectors served, and types of 
customers/beneficiaries).

2.1

2.8 Scale of the reporting organization 2.1

2.9 Significant changes during the reporting period 
regarding size, structure, or ownership

2.2

2.10 Awards received in the reporting period. 5.4



Report
Parameters

GRI Content Index 3.12 Table identifying the location of the Standard  
Disclosures in the report. 10

Assurance 3.13
Policy and current practice with regard to seeking 
external assurance for the report. 10

Governance, Commitments, 
 and Engagement

4.1 Governance structure of the organization 3.1.1

4.2 Indicate if Chair of highest governance body is also 
executive officer

3.1.2

4.3 For organizations that have a unitary board structure, 
state the number of members of the highest  
governance body that are independent and/or  
non-executive members.

3.1.1

4.4 Mechanisms for stakeholders and employees to provide 
recommendations or direction to the highest
governance body.

3.1.3

4.5 Linkage between compensation for members of the 
highest governance body, senior managers, and 
executives, and the organization’s performance.

3.1.2

4.6 Processes in place for the highest governance body to 
ensure conflicts of interest are avoided.

3.1.2

4.7 Process for determining the qualifications and expertise 
of the members of the highest governance body for 
guiding the organization’s strategy on economic,  
environmental, and social topics. 

3.1.1

4.8 Internally developed statements of mission or values, 
codes of conduct, and principles relevant to  
economic, environmental, and social performance 
and the status of their implementation.

3.2

4.9 Procedures for overseeing identification and  
management of economic, social and environmental 
performance.

3.1.2

4.10 Processes for evaluating the highest governance 
body’s own performance, particularly with respect to 
economic environmental, and social performance.

3.1.2
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Governance, 
Commitments, 

and  
Engagement

Commitments to
external initiatives

4.11 Explanation of whether and how the precautionary  
approach or principle is addressed by the organization. 
Article 15 of the Rio Principles introduced the  
precautionary approach. 

3.4

4.12 Externally developed economic, environmental, and 
social charters, principles, or other initiatives to which the 
organization subscribes or endorses.

4.1

4.13 Memberships in associations (such as industry  
associations) and/or national/international advocacy 
organizations in which the organization.

3.3

Stakeholder
engagement

4.14 List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organization. 4.2

4.15 Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with 
whom to engage.

4.2

4.16 Approaches to stakeholder engagement, including 
frequency of engagement by type and by stakeholder 
group.

4.2

4.17 Key topics and concerns that have been raised through 
stakeholder engagement, and how the organization
has responded to those key topics and concerns,
including through its reporting.

4.2

Aspect Category Item GRI 
Index

Description Report
Section

Note
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Performance Indicators 

Economic
Performance
Indicators

Economic  
Performance

EC1 Direct economic value generated and distributed, 
including revenue, operating costs, employee  
compensation, donations, and other community  
investments, retained earnings, and payments to  
capital providers and governments. 

3.5

EC2 Financial implications and other risks and 
opportunities for activities due to climate change

None No 
 influ-
ence

EC3 Coverage of defined benefit plan obligations 8.4

EC4 Significant financial assistance received from
government

3.5

Market Presence

EC5 Range of ratios of standard entry level wage  
compared to local minimum wage at significant  
locations of operation

N/A Not to
disclose

EC6 Policy, practices, and proportion of spending on  
locally-based suppliers at significant locations of opera-
tion

7.1

EC7 Procedures for local hiring and proportion of senior 
management hired from the local community at signifi-
cant locations of operations

8.1.2

Indirect Economic

EC8 Development and impact of infrastructure  
investments and services provided primarily for public 
benefit through commercial, in-kind, or pro bono 
engagement

9.1; 
9.2 

EC9 Understanding and describing significant indirect  
economic impacts, including the extent of impacts

3.4

Environmetal  
Performance 
Indicators

Materials

EN1 Materials used by weight or volume 5.1.1

EN2 Percentage of materials used that are recycled input 
materials

N/A Can not 
be  

calculated

Energy

EN3 Direct energy consumption by primary energy source 5.2

EN4 Indirect energy consumption by primary source 5.2

EN5 Energy saved due to conservation and efficiency 
improvements

5.2

EN6 Initiatives to provide energy-efficient or renewable 
energy based products and services, and reductions in 
energy requirements as a result of these initiatives

N/A Can not 
be  

calculated

EN7 Initiatives to reduce indirect energy consumption and 
reductions achieved

5.2

Water

EN8 Total water withdrawal by source 5.3.1

EN9 Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal of 
water

5.1.3

EN10 Percentage and total volume of water recycled and 
reused

5.3.1

 

Aspect Category Item GRI 
Index

Description Report
Section

Note

Aspect Category Item GRI 
Index

Description Report
Section

Note

Economic

Environmental



Environmetal  
Performance 
Indicators

Biodiversity

EN11 Location and size of land owned, leased or managed 
in, or adjacent to, protected areas and areas of high 
biodiversity value outside protected areas

5.1.4

EN12 Description of significant impacts of activities, products, 
and services on biodiversity in protected areas and ar-
eas of high biodiversity valve outside protected areas.

5.1.4

EN13 Habitats protected or restored. 5.1.4

EN14 Strategies, current actions, and future plans for  
managing impacts on biodiversity.

5.1.4

EN15 Number of IUCN Red List species and national  
conservation list species with habitats in areas affected 
by operations, by level of extinction risk.

 5.1.4

Emissions, Effluents  
and Waste

EN16 Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions by 
weight.

5.2

EN17 Other relevant indirect greenhouse gas emissions by 
weight.

5.2

EN18 Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and 
reductions achieved.

5.2

EN19 Emissions of ozone-depleting substances by weight. 5.1.4

EN20 NO, SO, and other significant air emissions by type and 
weight.

5.1.4

EN21 Total water discharge by quality and destination 5.1.3

EN22 Total weight of waste by type and disposal method. 5.1.2

EN23 Total number and volume of significant spills. 5.3.2

EN24 Weight of transported, imported, exported, or treated 
waste deemed hazardous under the terms of the Basel 
Convention Annex I, II, III, and VIII, and percentage of 
transported waste shipped internationally.

5.1.2

EN25 Identity, size, protected status, and biodiversity value of 
water bodies and related habitats significantly  
affected by the reporting organization’s discharges of 
water and runoff.

5.1.3

Products and 
Services

EN26 Initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts of  
products and services, and extent of impact 
mitigation.

6.3

EN27 Percentage of products sold and their packaging 
materials that are reclaimed by category.

N/A Can not 
be  

calculated

Compliance EN28
Monetary value of significant fines and total number 
of non-monetary sanctions for noncompliance with 
environmental laws and regulations.

4.1

Transport EN29
Significant environmental impacts of transporting 
products and other goods and materials used for the 
organization’s operations, and transporting members of 
the workforce.

6.3

Overall EN30 Total environmental protection expenditures and 
investments by type.

5.3

    

Aspect Category Item GRI 
Index

Description Report
Section

Note
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Social  
Perform-

ance  
Indicators 

Labor  
Practices 

and  
Decent 

Work

Employment

lA1 Total workforce by employment type, employment 
contract, and region.

8.1.2

lA2 Total number and rate of employee turnover by 
age group, gender, and region.

N/A Not to 
disclose

lA3 Benefits provided to full-time employees that are 
not provided to temporary or part-time  
employees, by major operations.

8.4

Labor/ 
Management 

Relations

lA4 Percentage of employees covered by collective 
bargaining agreements.

8.4.2

lA5 Minimum notice period(s) regarding operational 
changes, including whether it is specified in  
collective agreements.

8.4.2

 

Occupational 
Health 

and 
Safety

lA6 Percentage of total workforce represented in  
formal joint management–worker health and 
safety committees that help monitor and advise 
on occupational health and safety programs.

4.1

lA7 Rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days, 
and absenteeism, and number of work-related 
fatalities by region.

5.3.2

lA8 Education, training, counseling, prevention, and 
risk-control programs in place to assist workforce 
members, their families, or community members 
regarding serious diseases.

8.4.4

lA9 Health and safety topics covered in formal  
agreements with trade unions.

8.4.4

Training and 
Education

lA10 Average hours of training per year per employee 
by employee category.

8.2

lA11 Programs for skills management and lifelong  
learning that support the continued employability 
of employees and assist them in managing career 
endings.

8.2

lA12 Percentage of employees receiving regular  
performance and career development reviews.

N/A Not to 
disclose

Diversity and 
Equal Op-
portunity

lA13 Composition of governance bodies and  
breakdown of employees per category according 
to gender, age group, minority group  
membership, and other indicators of diversity.

8.1.2

lA14 Ratio of basic salary of men to women by  
employee category.

N/A Not to 
disclose

Human 
Rights

Investment 
and  

Procurement 
Practices

HR1 Percentage and total number of significant 
investment agreements that include human rights 
clauses or that have undergone human rights 
screening.

8.3

HR2 Percentage of significant suppliers and contractors 
that have undergone screening on human rights 
and actions taken.

8.3

HR3 Total hours of employee training on policies and 
procedures concerning aspects of human rights 
that are relevant to operations, including the  
percentage of employees trained.

8.2

 

Aspect Category Item GRI 
Index

Description Report
Section

Note
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Society

Community SO1
Nature, scope, and effectiveness of any  
programs and practices that assess and manage 
the impacts of operations on communities,  
including entering, operating, and exiting.

9.1

Corruption

SO2 Percentage and total number of business units 
analyzed for risks related to corruption.

3.6

SO3 Percentage of employees trained in organization’s 
anti-corruption policies and procedures.

3.6

SO4 Actions taken in response to incidents of 
corruption.

3.6

Public Policy

SO5 Public policy positions and participation in public 
policy development and lobbying.

4.2

SO6 Total value of financial and in-kind contributions to 
political parties, politicians, and related institutions 
by country.

N/A None

Anti-
competitive 

behavior
SO7

Total number of legal actions for anticompetitive 
behavior, anti-trust, and monopoly practices and 
their outcomes.

N/A None

Compliance SO8
Monetary value of significant fines and total 
number of non-monetary sanctions for  
noncompliance with laws and regulations.

N/A None

Product 
Responsibility

Customer 
Health and 

Safety

PR1 Life cycle stages in which health and safety 
impacts of products and services are assessed 
for improvement, and percentage of significant 
products and services categories subject to such 
procedures.

N/A Data not 
available 
for 2007

PR2 Total number of incidents of non-compliance with 
regulations and voluntary codes concerning health 
and safety impacts of products and services during 
their life cycle, by type of outcomes.

N/A No incident 
occurred.

Social  
Performance 
Indicators

Human 
Rights

Non- 
discrimination HR4 Total number of incidents of discrimination and 

actions taken. 8.3

Freedom of  
Association 

and  
Collective 
Bargaining

HR5
Operations identified in which the right to exercise 
freedom of association and collective bargaining 
may be at significant risk, and actions taken to sup-
port these rights.

8.3

Child Labor HR6
Operations identified as having significant risk for 
incidents of child labor, and measures taken to 
contribute to the elimination of child labor.

8.3

Forced and 
compulsory 

labor
HR7

Operations identified as having significant risk for 
incidents of forced or compulsory labor, and meas-
ures to contribute to the elimination of forced or 
compulsory labor.

8.3

Security 
Practices HR8

Percentage of security personnel trained in the 
organization’s policies or procedures  
concerning aspects of human rights that are  
relevant to operations.

8.3

Indigenous 
rights HR9 Total number of incidents of violations involving 

rights of indigenous people and actions taken. 8.3
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Social  
Perform-

ance  
Indicators

Product
Responsi-

bility

Product
and  

Service 

PR3 Type of product and service information required 
by procedures, and percentage of significant 
products and services subject to such information 
requirements.

6.3

PR4 Total number of incidents of non-compliance with 
regulations and voluntary codes concerning 
product and service information and labeling, by 
type of outcomes.

N/A No  
incident 

occurred.

PR5 Practices related to customer satisfaction,  
including results of surveys measuring customer 
satisfaction.

6.2.1

Marketing 
Communica-

tions

PR6 Programs for adherence to laws, standards, and 
voluntary codes related to marketing  
communications, including advertising, promotion, 
and sponsorship.

6.1

PR7 Total number of incidents of non-compliance 
with regulations and voluntary codes concerning 
marketing communications, including advertising, 
promotion, and sponsorship by type of outcomes.

N/A No  
incident 

occurred.

Customer
Privacy PR8

Total number of substantiated complaints 
regarding breaches of customer privacy and losses 
of customer data.

6.2.2

Compliance PR9
Monetary value of significant fines for noncompli-
ance with laws and regulations concerning the 
provision and use of products and services.

N/A
No  

incident 
occurred.
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